A private university with seven degree-granting schools, SMU is a distinguished center for teaching and research located near the heart of Dallas. SMU’s 11,000 students benefit from small classes, leadership opportunities and its international reach.
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SOUTHERN
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UNIVERSITY

The Fourteenth of May
Two Thousand and Sixteen at Nine O’Clock
Moody Coliseum
Today we salute our graduates,

who stand ready to take the next steps

into the future. And we honor the

students, faculty, staff, parents and friends

who shaped SMU’s first 100 years

and laid the foundation for an

extraordinary second century.
CARILLON CONCERT
Quarter Past Eight in the Morning
Cchewa Nugent, Carillonneur
Fondren Science Tower

ORDER OF EXERCISE

WELCOME
Kevin Paul Hofeditz
Ceremony Marshal

PRELUDIAL CONCERT AND FANFARES
Imperial Brass

ACADEMIC PROCESSIONAL*
Candidates for Graduation
50th Reunion Class
Representatives of the Faculties
The Platform Party

CALL TO ORDER
Steven C. Currall
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

INVOCATION
Stephen W. Rankin
Chaplain and Minister to the University

NATIONAL ANTHEM
John Stafford Smith and Francis Scott Key
Imperial Brass
Performed by Clifton Forbis
Associate Professor and Chair of Voice, Meadows School of the Arts

PRESENTATION OF SENIOR CLASS GIFT
Max Agadoni ’16
Student Representative to the Board of Trustees for Development and External Affairs

REMARKS
Carlton A. Adams ’16
Student Body President

SPECIAL RECOGNITIONS
Baccalaureate Speaker
50th Reunion Class
Faculty and Faculty Emeriti
Board of Trustees
Retiring Faculty**
John A. Mears, retiring as Professor Emeritus of History
PRESIDENT’S STATEMENT AND
INTRODUCTION OF THE SPEAKERS

R. Gerald Turner
President of the University

COMMENCEMENT ADDRESS

“Life Changes”

Richard and Mary Templeton

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE

Doctor of Science: Groesbeck Preer Parham
Presented by Eric Bing, Professor of Global Health and Founding Director of the Institute for Leadership Impact and Center for Global Health Impact

SPECIAL MUSIC

“SMU Forever”

Jimmy Dunne
Imperial Brass
Performed by Clifton Forbis

CONFERRING OF DEGREES IN COURSE

Gary Brubaker, Director of The Guildhall at SMU
David J. Chard, Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Marc P. Christensen, Dean of Lyle School of Engineering
Jennifer M. Collins, Dean of Dedman School of Law
Thomas DiPiero, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Samuel S. Holland, Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean of Cox School of Business
James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies
Thomas W. Tunks, Professor of Music

THE FAREWELL

Michael M. Boone ‘63, ‘67
Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees

BENEDICTION

William B. Lawrence
Dean of Perkins School of Theology

ALMA MATER

“Varsity”

Imperial Brass

RECESSIONAL

Imperial Brass

*The audience remains seated during the processional.

**Citations for all retiring faculty can be found at smu.edu/commencement.
THE PLATFORM PARTY

Michael M. Boone ’63, ’67, Chair of the SMU Board of Trustees
R. Gerald Turner, President
Steven C. Currall, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

Richard and Mary Templeton

MEMBERS OF THE SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Bradley W. Brookshire ’76
Jacob Conway ’16, Student Representative and ex officio
Katherine Raymond Crow ’94
Robert H. Dedman, Jr. ’80, ’84, Vice Chair
Larry R. Faulkner ’66
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. ’66, Co-chair of the 50th Class Reunion
Ray L. Hunt ’65
Peter A. Lodwick ’77, ’80, Chair of the SMU Alumni Association and ex officio
Paul B. Loyd, Jr. ’68
Bobby B. Lyle ’67
Sarah Fullinwider Perot ’83
Jeanne L. Phillips ’76
Caren H. Prothro
Douglas A. Reinelt, President of the SMU Faculty Senate and ex officio
Richard K. Templeton
Royce E. (Ed) Wilson, Sr.

VICE PRESIDENTS

Pamela D. Anthony, Vice President for Student Affairs
Brad E. Cheves, Vice President for Development and External Affairs
Chris Regis, Vice President for Business and Finance
Harold W. Stanley, Vice President for Executive Affairs
Paul Ward, Vice President for Legal Affairs and Government Relations, General Counsel and Secretary to the Board of Trustees

DEANS AND OTHER PROGRAM LEADERS

Gary Brubaker, Director of The Guildhall at SMU
David J. Chard, Leon Simmons Dean of Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development
Marc P. Christensen, Dean and Bobby B. Lyle Professor of Engineering Innovation of Lyle School of Engineering
Jennifer M. Collins, Judge James Noel Dean and Professor of Law of Dedman School of Law
Thomas DiPiero, Dean of Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
Samuel S. Holland, Algur H. Meadows Dean of Meadows School of the Arts
William B. Lawrence, Dean of Perkins School of Theology
Gillian M. McCombs, Dean and Director of Central University Libraries
Albert W. Niemi, Jr., Dean and Tolleson Chair in Business Leadership of Cox School of Business
James E. Quick, Associate Vice President for Research and Dean of Graduate Studies

HONORARY DEGREE RECIPIENT AND FACULTY ESCORT
Groesbeck Preer Parham
Presented by Eric Bing, Professor of Global Health and Founding Director of the Institute for Leadership Impact and Center for Global Health Impact

RETIRING FACULTY
John A. Mears, Associate Professor of History

OTHER MEMBERS OF THE PLATFORM PARTY
Carlton A. Adams ’16, Student Body President
Max Agadoni ’16, Student Representative to the Board of Trustees for Development and External Affairs
John A. Hall ’71, ’73, ’79, Executive Director of Enrollment Services and University Registrar
Timothy V. Norris, Jr., President of the SMU Staff Association
Stephen W. Rankin, Chaplain and Minister to the University
Thomas W. Tunks, Platform Party Marshal and Professor of Music
RETIRING FACULTY

John A. Mears
John A. Mears, Associate Professor of History in Dedman College, came to SMU in 1967. He earned a B.A. degree *magna cum laude* at the University of Minnesota, where he was elected to Phi Beta Kappa in his junior year, and both M.A. and Ph.D. degrees at the University of Chicago. Before joining SMU’s history faculty, he began his teaching career in 1964 at New Mexico State University. His honors include a Woodrow Wilson Fellowship and two National Endowment for the Humanities Fellowships. Professor Mears initially specialized in early modern European history, with particular interests in the emergence of standing professional armies and the Hapsburg Monarchy. He later broadened his interests to encompass world history. He served as president of the World History Association from 1994-96 and remains active in the new International Big History Association. He co-authored a world history textbook, *Achievements Through the Ages*, and currently is working on a volume titled *To Be Human: A Perspective on Our Common History*. A devoted University citizen, Professor Mears served on numerous campus committees, as director of the SMU-in-Austria program and as director of SMU International Programs from 1984 to 1992. He retires as Professor Emeritus of History.

CONFERRING OF HONORARY DEGREE

Groesbeck Preer Parham, Doctor of Science

Groesbeck Preer Parham has devoted his life to improving the lives of the world’s poor through efforts to reduce inequalities in health care and provide opportunities to realize individual potential. He earned his B.S. from Oberlin College and M.D. from the University of Alabama at Birmingham. He is professor of gynecologic oncology at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Dr. Parham founded the Cervical Cancer Prevention Program in Zambia, where he lives. As a leader in combating women’s cancers, he developed an innovative system for cervical cancer screening using simple household vinegar and a digital camera. This program has served more than 350,000 Zambian women and has been adopted by health care providers from South Africa to China. His work has been supported by Pink Ribbon Red Ribbon, a public-private partnership to prevent cervical and breast cancer in Africa and Latin America, co-founded by the George W. Bush Institute, located on the SMU campus. SMU faculty and students have participated in numerous global health research, training and service activities in Zambia related to Dr. Parham’s work. His many honors include awards from the Society of Gynecologic Oncology and the United Nations. For his extraordinary global efforts to improve the health of underserved women, Southern Methodist University is honored to confer upon Groesbeck Preer Parham the degree of Doctor of Science, *honoris causa*. 
COMMENCEMENT SPEAKERS

RICHARD AND MARY TEMPLETON

Richard Templeton, a member of the SMU Board of Trustees, is president and CEO of Texas Instruments. Mary Templeton is a financial analyst, computer scientist and community leader.

Mary Templeton had a 14-year career with General Electric before moving to Dallas. She has served on the boards of trustees for her alma mater, Union College, the University of Dallas, John Paul II High School, Ursuline Academy of Dallas Foundation, the Southwest Region Boys and Girls Clubs of America, AT&T Performing Arts Center and the Dallas Arboretum. She is a member of the Advisory Council of The Catholic Foundation and in 2011 received the 29th Foundation Award for her support of Catholic education.

With more than 30 years of experience in the semiconductor industry, Richard Templeton has been president and CEO of Texas Instruments since 2004 and chairman of the board since 2008. He serves on boards of the Semiconductor Industry Association, Catalyst and the Southwestern Medical Foundation and is a member of the Business Roundtable. In addition to being an SMU trustee, he serves on the executive boards for SMU’s Lyle School of Engineering and Cox School of Business.

Under Mr. Templeton’s leadership, TI and the TI Foundation have made generous investments to strengthen global education programs, including K-12 STEM teaching and student achievement. The TI Foundation maintains a strong partnership with SMU, supporting programs that promote diversity and innovation in engineering education. The TI Foundation endowed the Texas Instruments Distinguished Chair in Engineering Education and the directorship of the Caruth Institute for Engineering Education in SMU’s Lyle School in 2008.

Mr. and Mrs. Templeton established the Mary and Richard Templeton Centennial Chair of Electrical Engineering at SMU in 2014. The couple has three children — Stephanie, John and Jim, who is a 2014 graduate of Lyle School of Engineering.
SMU BOARD OF TRUSTEES 2015–16

Michael M. Boone ’63, ’67, Chair
Robert H. Dedman, Jr. ’80, ’84, Vice Chair
David B. Miller ’72, ’73, Secretary
Ruth Collins Sharp Altshuler ’48
William D. Armstrong ’82
Bradley W. Brookshire ’76
Laura Welch Bush ’68
Pastor Richie L. Butler ’93
Kelly Hoglund Compton ’79
Jeanne Tower Cox ’78
Rev. W. Mark Craig
Katherine Raymond Crow ’94
Gary T. Crum ’69
Antoine L.V. Dijkstra
Larry R. Faulkner ’66
Gerald J. Ford ’66, ’69
Antonio O. Garza, Jr. ’83
James R. Gibbs ’66, ’70, ’72
Frederick B. Hegi, Jr. ’66

Clark K. Hunt ’87
Ray L. Hunt ’65
Gene C. Jones
Bishop Scott J. Jones ’81, ’92
Fredrick S. Leach ’83
Paul B. Loyd, Jr. ’68
Bobby B. Lyle ’67
Bishop Michael McKee ’78
Scott J. McLean ’78
Connie Blass O’Neill ’77
Rev. Dr. Sheron Covington Patterson ’83, ’89, ’96
Sarah Fullinwider Perot ’83
Jeanne L. Phillips ’76
Caren H. Prothro
Carl Sewell ’66
Richard K. Templeton
Richard Ware ’68
Royce E. (Ed) Wilson, Sr.

Ex Officio

R. Gerald Turner, President, SMU
Douglas A. Reinelt, President, SMU Faculty Senate
Peter A. Lodwick ’77, ’80, Chair, SMU Alumni Board
Jacob Conway ’16, Student Representative

Trustees Emeriti

Edwin L. Cox ’42
Milledge A. Hart, III
William L. Hutchison ’54
Cary M. Maguire
GUILD OF MARSHALS

Thomas B. Fomby, Chief Marshal
Bradley Kent Carter, Chief Marshal Emeritus
Thomas Osang, Procession Marshal
Ben Voth, Assisting Procession Marshal
Kevin Paul Hofeditz, Ceremony Marshal
Joseph F. Kobylka, Marshal Lector
Thomas W. Tunks, Platform Marshal

Nathan S. Balke, Faculty Marshal
Jodi Cooley-Sekula, Faculty Marshal
David Rosenfield, Faculty Marshal
Richard S. Jones, Emeritus Faculty Marshal
David Doyle, Jr., 50th Class Reunion Marshal
Barbara W. Kincaid, 50th Class Reunion Marshal
Alexis M. McCrossen, Doctoral Marshal

SCHOOL MARSHALS

Charles A. Besio
Rajat Deb
Darryl Dickson-Carr
Michael Hahsler
Roy L. Heller
George W. Holden
Lynn Romejko Jacobs
William F. Maxwell
Michael McCoy

Dona T. Mularkey
Tony Pederson
Miguel A. Quiñones
David Sedman
Gregory A. Sommers
Joshua C. Tate
Steven B. Vik
Paul Yovanoff

Todd Chiscano, Director of Academic Ceremonies
CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES WITH HONORS

CANDIDATES FOR GRADUATE AND PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

The students listed below have anticipated Latin honors based upon estimated academic information. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in June.

Jordan Braxton Adamson
Charles William Aldrete
Jonathan Lamar Allen
Lindsey Katherine Altmeyer
Ma Jnana Ananda
Michael Robert Andrews
Taylor John Anthony
Toluwalope O. Babade
Sally R. Bage
Marcus D. Bahena
Katherine Elizabeth Bailey
Georgia L. Barrett
Andrew William Beard
William B. Beasley
Jacob A. Becker
Clifton D. Beech
Paul T. Beeler
Adam G. Bell
William Harvey Betts III
Charles F. Brazell
Meredith Anna Brewster
Charles A. Brinkley
William Bryant Buechele
Leigh Caton Carter
Courtney Paige Clay
Chase Andrew Cobern
Samuel C. Cole
Christopher A. Crozier
Kristine Cruz
Anthony James Cunningham
Blake Matthew Danner
Laurie A. Davis
Katherine Marie Devlin
Aaron Dilbeck
Robert Martin Dungan
Nicholas P. Dyer
Miranda B. Ebersole
Cory D. Eden
Gabriel Aaron Edwards
William Charles Eiland II

Joshua Roy Elder
Gary A. Enis
Amy L. Estes
Tyler James Eyrich
Vienna Flores
Michael William Flynn
Brittany Marie Benditz Fox
Kinsey C. Freeman
Rachel Olivia Freeman
Robert Bidwell Frey
John H. Fugate
Dean A. Galaro
Tamara Lynn Gallaway
Scott Parker Gilliland
Brian J. Green
Ethan Scott Gregory
Gabriela Gutierrez
Troy Lee Hales II
Kristen Elizabeth Halton
Justin David Hanna
Ford William Harmon
Kristi Rhenae Hassell
Rachel L. Hatten
Stefanie Jean Hayes
Richard Trenton Heath
Lucas C. Henry
Michael B. Hess
Franklin Sterling Hill
James Howard Hill, Jr.
Cortland R. Hoge
Iris Lucille Hollister
Robert Edwin Hough II
Ching Yu Huang
Loretta Alexandra Hunt
Saima S. Hussain
Jekabs Jekabsons
Jamison Meadville Joiner
Krystal R. Jones
Ryan Scott Jones
Travis D. Jones
Travis John Jones
Jaclyn Kalinoski
Kristopher J. Kearney
Ryan Scott Kennedy
Zainab Khan
Tahee Mia Kim
Jessica Lynn Kirk
William K. Knisley
William Derrick Kyle
Mario A. Lamar
Hamid R. Latifi
Christie L. Latimer
Audrey Lorene Leeder
Elise LeGros
Wei Wei Li
Lauren Abbie Lieberman
Emily Kapuamohalaikaelaula Liu
Bethanie L. Livernois
Jennifer Elise Logsdon-Kellogg
Robert Kent Love
Glenn Arthur Luhrs
Elizabeth D. Lyles
Mathieu S. Mackay
Cara Nicole Martin
Hannah E. Mason
George McCabe Matthews, Jr.
Bryan Justin May
Jennifer Marie McCoy
Kayla M. McDaniel
Megan Crosby McKennon
William S. McMahon
Kristin Gillis Mijares
Joshua S. Milam
Emily Ann Miller-Todd
Mary Katherine Mitchell
Samantha Jordan Monk
Erin E. Morris
Andrew P. Nelson
Katherine Harrison Newsome
Alexa Lauren Nichols
William Peter Norton
Angela M. Oliver
Alyssa K. Ortiz
Danielle Elizabeth Osburn
Taylor Catherine Palmer
Harrison G. Papaila
Alice Kimbrough Parker
Alec E. Pedigo
Haley Morgan Pomroy
Camille Denise Powell

Austin Lawrence Poynter
Lauren Elisabeth Pryde
Robert Selvakumar R. Nambinarayanan
Christopher Carlos Rios
Carol Buck Roberts
Forrest Colby Roberts
Grant M. Robinson
Rebekah Cecilia Rochte
Brandt Thomas Roessler
Aaron J. Rolen
Michael Q. Roos
David B. Rost
Michael London Rousseau
Alexandra L. Sallade
Jordan T. Sawyer
Benjamin D. Schwartz
Ryan T. Seay
Syndie A. Shimkus
Devanshi Somaya
Matthew S. Spradling
Cristina Martinez Squiers
Sarah M. Stearns
Michael Francis Steve
Allison Marie Stewart
Matthew Guyon Stringer
Joseph Victor Surdacki
Aubry L. Talkington
Samuel Thomas
Peyton Keith Tippett
David Robinson Tubb
Melissa Michelle Turkett
Francis Taylor Vancil
Matthew S. Vinson
Victoria L. Vish
Camille Elizabeth Walker
Michael E. Walraven
Thomas Gordon Webster
Wendy M. Wilkins
Camille Brooke Williamson
William Gregory Williamson
Taylor Elizabeth Willis
Robert Allen Wilson
Philip Conway Woram
Katherine Swan Wright
Walker Steven Young
Warren A. Young
Kristen M. Zahnow
Alexander Walter Zeisig
Leping Zhang
The students listed below have anticipated honors based upon estimated academic information. These honors include Honors in Business, Honors in Liberal Arts, Departmental Distinction and Latin honors. A souvenir version of the confirmed honors will be posted online at smu.edu/registrar in June.

Laura Michelle Adametz
Ashley Adelynne Almquist
Katherine Jane Anderson
Lindsey Meredith Anderson
Matthew James Anderson
Kaplan James Andrew
Jeremy Andrew Arata
Alicia Christine Arnold
Garrett David Bailey
Luke Daniel Baker
Trenton Wilder Barnes
Blake Ashton Barnett
Jason Hunt Barnett
Katherine Bentfield
Emma Anne Berkel
Emily Ann Bernet
Audrey Carol Billups
Emma Marie Blackwood
Sarah Kate Blettner
Nicole Adele Bloch
Madeleine Derbonne Boudreaux
Antonia Amber Brito
Austin Richardson Brown
Laura Enrica Buckley
Cameron D. Buller
Ida Marie Bustnes
Brendan Anthony Celi
Cole Donovan Chandler
Samantha Sherilyn Chiesa
Nathan Joe Childress
Raymond Scott Cline
George Riley Colligan
Shannon Kathleen Conboy
Shannon Elizabeth Coughlin
Christina Leanne Cox
Nicole Lynn Dabney
Caroline Delgado
Hristina Dishkova
Emily Nicole Dombrowski
Lee Hamilton Downen
Alexander Peter Druzbanski
Hannah Anona Duke
Alexander Frank Dwyer
Kaley Kalia El-Arab
Hope Noel Endrenyi
Taylor Elizabeth Escher
Katherine Marie Faraldo
Zoe Chanel Filutowski
Garrett Clayton Fisher
Lindsay M. Forrister
Brooke Ashley Fothergill
Raz Friman
Walker Reid Frye
Alexis Leigh Gambino
Bonny Robin Gammill
Nastasha S. Gerlt
Mary Paxton Gibson
Leslie Smith Gleiser
Connor Pratt Gracie
Bridget Elise Graf
Parker D. Gray
Simina Maria Greccu
Theresa Sullivan Griesedieck
David Guerrero Jacome
Miguel Gutierrez
Caitlin Elizabeth Gutschenritter
Chris Connor Hadley
Collin Joseph Hall
Derek Thomas Hamamoto
Karly Diane Hanson
Nicole Michelle Hartman
Sami Michael Hawwa
Catherine Elizabeth Hazen
Emily Rose Heft
Gerald S. Hendrex
Estelle Naomi Kirst Hernandez
Hannah Jean T. Hess
Bethany Ann Hicks
Justin Kyle Hicks
Haley Morgan High
Haley Mackenzie Holland
Mark Andrew Honrales
Patrick Bruce Hosch
John Bradford Hudgens
Ariana Nicole Hudson
Carolyn Grace Hudson
Daniela Helena Huebner
Michael K. Iwuoha
Madeline Renee Jaber
Sabrina Catherine Janski
Clara MaryAlice Johnson
Tatum Marie Johnson
Taylor Elizabeth Kainer
Kaitlyn Allise Kaiser
Jennifer Bailey Katlein
Jordan Leigh Kayse
Eugene Sungwon Kim
Regan Lee Klein
Madison Caroline Klimczak
Conner James Kline
Michelle Ann Knutson
Troy Gregory Kolebuck
Elizabeth Wyatt Krane
Kristopher Brandon-Paul La Tour
Nathaniel J. Lammons
Sarah Yeon Sook Lea
Elise C. Lebiga
Jennie Christine Lee
Scott Matthew Leger
Sarah Elizabeth Levin
Morgan Ann Lipinski
Elainy R. Lopez
Graham Patrick Lumley
Shannon Nicole Lynch
Mary Caitlin Mahaffy
Katherine Rose Maiers
Collette Ann Marchesseault
Nelson Ross Martin
Santiago Martinez
Mallory Marie Massa
Brianna Renee Massas
Kaitlin Elizabeth McDonald
Austin Michael McGinnis
Colleen Ruth McKenzie
Trevor Brett Meagher
Hallie Elizabeth Medders
Katherine Anne Meier
Jayce M. Miller
Sean Patrick Milmoe
Andrea Miranda
Cormick Monahan Moloney
Briana Elise Monsalve
Kelsey Barlow Montgomery
Adam C. Mueller
Alexander J. Munoz
Marisela Munoz
Benjamin Lee Nabors
Bryce Nayden
Tracy Suzanne Nelson
Sydney Jean Newnham
Nickolas David Noble
Nicolas A. Noboa
Paul William Nork
Anna Christine Norkett
Jaime Evans O’Donnell
Samantha Patricia Lee Oliva
Caroline Elizabeth Olvera
Allison Lynn O’Neal
Diana Isabel Oteiza Diaz
Amy Katherine Paschall
Kaye Michelle Pederson
Devyn Nicole Pels
Samantha Leigh Perry
Gregory Scott Peterson
Linnea Eden Petroff
Cierra Grace Pledger
Magdalene Anne Poxon
Melissa Renee Priller
Madeline Clare Puckett
Hunter James Pyle
Casey Rose Quinn
Hena Hanifa Rafiq
Sarah N. Rahimi
Emily Elizabeth Reiff
Anika Tasnim Reza
Savannah Rose Rice
Jasmine M. Richardson
Elizabeth Ramsay Ricketts
Annika Marie Rieger
Amy Roesler
Alexa Paige Rogers
Chelsea Catherine Roth
Rebecca Jorgensen Rothstein
Tyrell Jacquil Russell
Dagny Jazz Sanson
Natalie Marie-Rose Schauwecker
Brian Philpott Schoelzel
Blake A. Seeker
Sara Shaffer
Ankit Sharma
Megan Lynn Shell
Zachary Jossien Sherburn
Dana Kristine Sherman
Gina Elizabeth Sherrard
Sarah Arfeen Siddiqui
Rafael Sierra
Karoline Egeland Skatteboe
Kaycee Bryanna Smith
Kelsey LeeAnn Smith
Garrett Christian Spriggs
Samarth Srinivasan
Taylor Spring Stebbins
J. Barrett Stockslager
Megan Taylor Sunderland
Mary Kate Tadie
Matthew James Talton
Yitong Tang
Ziyi Tang
Aldyn Reed Taylor
Victoria Elizabeth Taylor
Austin Tyler Tesoriero
Lukas Andrew Thompson
William Essex Varnado Tobias
Emily Suzanne Towler
Claire Elise Trotter
Rachel Jessica Turner
Celestine A. Van Hulst
Michelle Elizabeth Vogler
William Christopher Warley
Dennis J. Wees
Austin Colquitt Wells
Reed Harrison Westerman
Kaitlin Denay Wetz
Averi Elizabeth White
Thomas Nathanael White
Dylan Micheal Wignall
Gabrielle A. Wilkins
Joshua David Wills
Erica Leigh Wilson
Benjamin John Alexander Wise
Jordan Margaret Woodruff
Emily Ai-Jay Wu
Yilun Wu
Luxian Xiang
Dawn D. Yang
Jessica Yeh
Gloria Jung Yi
Allyson Kathleen Zabaleta
Story Caroline Zanetti
Rebecca Anne Zivin
Jennifer Michelle Zotz
MAY 2016

CANDIDATES FOR DEGREES*

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Stacy Leigh Adams Religious Studies
BS Northwestern University
MA Columbia Theological Seminary
Dissertation: “Catacombs Christianity and Sympathetic Democracy: An Analysis, Criticism, and Application of Jane Addams’ Democratic Theory”
Adviser: Robin W. Lovin

Garth Joseph Allen Religious Studies
BS Messiah College
MDV Asbury Theological Seminary
Dissertation: “Anglican Missionaries in Trustee Era Georgia, 1732-1752”
Adviser: Ted Allen Campbell

Peter Benjamin Boeckel Religious Studies
BA Northwest Nazarene University
MDV Nazarene Theological Seminary
Dissertation: “Covenant and Its Use in the Enneateuch: A Form-Critical Investigation”
Adviser: Serge Frolov

Andrew Ray Boehm Anthropology
BS Iowa State University
Adviser: David J. Meltzer

Spencer Carlton Bogle Religious Studies
BA Pepperdine University
MDV Austin Presbyterian Theological Seminary
Dissertation: “Thinking From the Well: A Theological Imaginary of Charity and Justice for Development in Contexts of Scarcity”
Adviser: Joerg Rieger

Shay L. Cannedy Anthropology
BA Antioch College
MA San Francisco State University
Dissertation: “Our Motherland is Dying’: Claiming Refugee Deservingness in the Congolese Diaspora”
Adviser: Zoe Caroline Brettell

*Listing of May 2016 candidates include students completing degrees at the conclusion of the Spring 2016 term or May 2016 term.
Tingting Cao  Physics
BS Tsinghua University, China
Dissertation: “Measurements of the Properties of the Higgs-like Boson in the Four Lepton Decay Channel with the ATLAS Detector”
Adviser: Stephen Jacob Sekula

Dallas Jefferson Gingles  Religious Studies
BS Southwestern Assemblies of God University
Dissertation: “Against Innocence: Bonhoeffer and Augustine on Responsibility and Political Guilt”
Adviser: Robin W. Lovin

John Graf  Geology
BS University of Michigan Ann Arbor
Adviser: Louis L. Jacobs

Hongzhang Han  Chemistry
BS Shanxi University, China
Adviser: Nicolay Vasilev Tsarevsky

Seung Suk Lee  Economics
BA Konkuk University
MA Seoul National University
Adviser: Nathan Balke

Jared Eugene Maddox  Religious Studies
BA Seattle Pacific University
MDV Duke Divinity School
Dissertation: “Nathan Bangs and The Methodist Episcopal Church”
Adviser: Ted Allen Campbell

Lauren Alyse Miskin  English
BA The College of New Jersey
MA Drew University
Adviser: Beth S. Newman

Soma Patra  Economics
BS University of Calcutta
MA Jawaharlal Nehru University
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “Oil Prices, Firm Entry, Exit and Aggregate Output Fluctuations”
Adviser: Nathan Balke

Stefan Nicholas Rinaldi  Molecular and Cell Biology
BS Gonzaga University
Dissertation: “Investigating the molecular mechanisms of p53-dependent lifespan regulation in Drosophila melanogaster”
Adviser: Johannes H. Bauer
Julianne Elaine Sandberg  *English*
BA Cedarville University
Adviser: Timothy Rosendale

Dan Setiawan  *Chemistry*
BS MS Bandung Institute of Technology
Dissertation: “Description of Covalent and Non-Covalent Chemical Bonds Utilizing Local Vibrational Modes: Badger Rule, Aromaticity, Tolman Electronic Parameter, Pnicogen and Super-Pnicogen Bonding”
Adviser: Hans Dieter Cremer

Thomas More Sexton  *Chemistry*
BS University of Dayton
Dissertation: “Investigation of the Mechanism of Pericyclic Reactions Utilizing the Unified Reaction Valley Approach: Van der Waals Complexes, Bifurcation Points, and Biradicaloid Formation”
Adviser: Hans Dieter Cremer

Charles Connor South  *Statistical Science*
BS Southern Methodist University
MPS Cornell University
Dissertation: “A Dynamic Modelling and Optimization Approach to Daily Fantasy Basketball”
Adviser: Jing Cao

Beibei Yang  *Anthropology*
BA MA Beijing Foreign Studies University
MA Tulane University
Dissertation: “From China to Zambia: the New Chinese Migrants in Africa under Global Capitalism”
Adviser: Carolyn M. Smith-Morris

---

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Mohamed Ezzat Abdellatif  *Electrical Engineering*
BS Arab Academy Sci/Tech/Maritime
MSE University Of Minnesota Twin Cities
Dissertation: “Mutual Coupling Effect in Closely Coupled Microstrip Antennas”
Adviser: Choon S. Lee

Subil Mathew Abraham  *Computer Science*
BSCPE University of Kerala, India
MS Southern Methodist University
Adviser: Sukumaran Nair

Neda Adib  *Electrical Engineering*
BSE Isfahan University of Technology (IUT)
MSEE Khajeh Nasir Toosi University of Technology
Adviser: Scott C. Douglas
Mohammed Omaralfarouq Alansary Computer Science  
BS King Abdulaziz University  
MS University of Tulsa  
Dissertation: “Quality Improvement of SaaS (Software as a Service) in the Cloud”  
Adviser: Jeff Tian

Adel Alblawi Systems Engineering  
BS University of Toledo  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “A Methodology to Design a Program Organization”  
Adviser: Jerrell T. Stracener

Mohammad Kashki Mechanical Engineering  
BS ME Khajeh Nasir Toosi University of Technology, Iran  
MSME Shahid-Bahonar University of Kerman, Iran  
Dissertation: “Dynamics and Control of Inertially Actuated Locomotion Systems”  
Adviser: Yildirim Hurmuzlu

Hadil Ahmed Shaiba Computer Science  
BS King Saud University, Saudi Arabia  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Adviser: Michael Hahsler

Degree of Doctor of Engineering

Aaron Luke Estes Software Engineering  
BS The University of Texas, Pan American  
MS Southern Methodist University  
Dissertation: “Advanced Email Risk Classification and Recipient Decision Assistance”  
Adviser: Francis Coyle

Theodore Chapin Munger IV Engineering Management  
BS Iowa State University  
MBA University of Iowa  
MPA University of Georgia  
Dissertation: “Tale of Two States: Using Least-Squares k-Variable Adjudication Methodology (kVAM) to Interpret Economic Growth In Texas and California”  
Adviser: Richard S. Barr
IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Lindsey Yant Perry Education
BA University of Texas, Austin
MED University of Texas, Arlington
Dissertation: “Validating Interpretations about Student Performance from the Early Grade Mathematics Assessment Relational Reasoning and Spatial Reasoning Subtasks”
Adviser: Leanne Ketterlin-Geller

IN PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MINISTRY

Marialice Winters Billingsley
Beverly Caro Duréus
Cameron Jerrod Greer
Samira Izadi
Kwesi Richard Kamau

Steven Bradley Morgan
Timothy Thomas Prather
Ricardo Fajardo Ramos II
Curtis Lawrence West, Jr.

DEGREE OF MASTER OF DIVINITY

Georgia L. Barrett
Karen Lynn Bright
Kaela Elizabeth Patterson Burdge
Blake Matthew Danner
Joshua Roy Elder
Michael William Flynn
Tamara Lynn Gallaway
Scott Parker Gilliland
Shelly Marie Gonzales
Ethan Scott Gregory
Stefanie Jean Hayes
Iris Lucille Hollister
David Wayne Johnson
Jarrod Daniel Johnston
Marcus Montell Jones
Clayton Tolle Karrer
Jennifer Elise Logsdon-Kellogg
John Michael Lowrey
Glenn Arthur Luhrs
Taylore Nicole MacDonald
Tolli Annette Macalik
Kayla Marie Mangrich
Katherine Farmer McCarthy
Joel C. McKinnon

Owen Patrick McKnight
William S. McMahon
Patrick Jay Melton
Lael Charrice Melville
Emily Ann Miller-Todd
Shiloh Laquita Maxine Morris
Julius Kimani Mwangi
Katherine Nelson
Steven Charles Newcomb
Katherine Harrison Newsome
William Peter Norton
Carla Price
Kantrice S. Robinson
Rebekah Cecilia Rochte
Mary Katherine Sabayrac
Lisa Lorraine Test
Samuel Thomas
Peyton Keith Tippett
Melissa Michelle Turkett
Thomas Gordon Webster
Robert Allen Wilson
Dabbs McGregor Woodfin
Alexander Walter Zeisig
Degree of Master of Sacred Music

Gabriel Aaron Edwards
Donte Alexander Ford
Kristi Rhenae Hassell
Corrie Chesser Hermans
Francis Taylor Vancil

Degree of Master of Theological Studies

Jonathan Lamar Allen
Andrew William Beard
Anthony James Cunningham
Rodney Leon Dennis
Laulie Dee Eckeberger
James Howard Hill, Jr.
Robert Selvakumar R Nambinarayanan
Christopher Carlos Rios
Joseph Victor Surdacki
Andrew Wermelskirchen

Degree of Master of Arts in Ministry

Challis Shanon Bradford
Hannah Minerva Escalante
Sheena Machelle Fields
Carol Buck Roberts

Degree of Master of Theology

Clarence John Ford
Ching Yu Huang
George McCabe Matthews, Jr.

In Dedman School of Law

Degree of Doctor of the Science of Law

Bader Abdulaziz Alkhaldi
Patcharabhorn Kongprasert

Degree of Master of Laws
Comparative and International Law

Yaser Saleh Alohali
Anshul Anshul
Helena Daros Petrochinski
Luiz Felipe De Freitas Palombini
Xu Deng
Liuzhao Fan
Hugo Ferreira De Sales Lopes
Ayumary Margarita Fitzgerald
Elizabeth Gutierrez Fong
Asli Koksal
Zongyuan Li
Krissia Tatiana Lindsay
Yanan Liu
Fangyuan Ma
Manuela Ramona Mendoza
Rosa Aurora Moncayo de Enriquez
Petus Nwoke
Yujun Pei
Thi Hong Diem Phan
Iyeli Potter
Poppon Sarapol
Ana Paula Goes Nicoladelli Schick
Kexiao Sun
Uchukorn Suvarnapradip
Yi Hsuan Tai
Mengke Wang
Xueshan Wang
Yao Xu
Zhanel Yelemanova
Yue Zou
Law
Christopher Sean Cornell  Paul Walton Fulbright

Taxation
Jason A. Hendrix  Adam Wisner
Timothy Tesch

Degree of Juris Doctor
Alexis Kwei Abbey  Laurie A. Davis
Jordan Braxton Adamson  Katherine Marie Devlin
Jennan M. Alame  Briena Marie DiMarco
Charles William Aldrete  Aaron Dilbeck
Justin James Alexander  Paul D. Dollahite
Alyson M. Alford-Garcia  Jeffrey Ryan Duffey
Lindsey Katherine Altmeyer  Robert Martin Dungan
Ma Jnana Ananda  Nicholas P. Dyer
Michael K. Anders II  Miranda B. Ebersole
Michael Robert Andrews  Cory D. Eden
Taylor John Anthony  William Charles Eiland II
Trent F. Appleby  Gary A. Enis
Dorlin A. Armijo  Amy L. Estes
Joshua E. Avila  Tyler James Eyrich
Toluwalope O. Babade  Charles Jordan Farrar
Sally R. Bage  Beth Ann Felix
Marcus D. Bahena  Robert John Fisher
Katherine Elizabeth Bailey  Vienna Flores
William B. Beasley  Jared Fontenot
Jacob A. Becker  Michael B. Ford
Clifton D. Beech  Brittany Marie Benditz Fox
Paul T. Beeler  Kinsey C. Freeman
Adam G. Bell  Rachel Olivia Freeman
William Harvey Betts III  Margaret Emma Freese
Charles F. Brazell  Robert Bidwell Frey
Jordan Mitchell Bredefeld  Elizabeth C. Frost-Butler
Meredith Anna Brewster  John H. Fugate
Charles A. Brinkley  Dean A. Galaro
William Bryant Bucchele  Brian J. Green
Margaret Elizabeth Byrd  Jibril A. Greene
Leigh Caton Carter  Gabriela Gutierrez
Courtney Paige Clay  Chad Michael Hainley
Chase Andrew Cobern  Troy Lee Hales II
Samuel C. Cole  Kristen Elizabeth Haltom
Victor M. Cristales  Justin David Hanna
Christopher A. Crozier  Ford William Harmon
Kristine Anne Elefano Cruz  Brandon Devin Harris
Edward A. Culham  Carter T. Hastings
Julia Darien Daneshfar  Rachel L. Hatten
Richard Trenton Heath
Lucas C. Henry
Catherine R. Hensley
Brittney Micaela Herson
Michael B. Hess
Franklin Sterling Hill
Cortland R. Hoge
Robert Edwin Hough II
Loretta Alexandra Hunt
Saima S. Hussain
Jekabs Jekabsons
Jamison Meadville Joiner
Krystal R. Jones
Ryan Scott Jones
Travis D. Jones
Travis John Jones
Tyler M. Jordan
Jason Daniel Jorgens
Jaclyn Kalinoski
Kristopher J. Kearney
H. Spencer Kendrick IV
Ryan Scott Kennedy
Nadia Sehr Khalid
Zainab Khan
Taehee Mia Kim
Matthew Clark Kimball
Jessica Lynn Kirk
William K. Knisley
Courtland J. Kristoferson
William Derrick Kyle
Mario A. Lamar
Hamid R. Latifi
Christie L. Latimer
Audrey Lorene Leeder
Elise LeGros
Wei Wei Li
Lauren Abbie Lieberman
Emily Kapuamohalaikalaule Liu
Bethanie L. Livernois
Ekaterina Gennadyevna Long
Robert Kent Love
Elizabeth D. Lyles
Mathieu S. Mackay
Cara Nicole Martin
Hannah E. Mason
Alexandra Christine Massing
Bryan Justin May
Arypele N. Maye
Jennifer Marie McCoy
Kayla M. McDaniel
Megan Crosby McKennon
Kristin Gillis Mijares
Joshua S. Milam
Diana A. Minevski
Mary Katherine Mitchell
Samantha Jordan Monk
Erin E. Morris
Abaigael Frances Musser
Andrew P. Nelson
Kassandra A. Nelson
Alexa Lauren Nichols
Christopher Bryce Nieman
Ciera Alexis Norris
Charles S. North
Angela M. Oliver
Alyssa K. Ortiz
Danielle Elizabeth Osburn
Taylor Catherine Palmer
Harrison G. Papaila
Alice Kimbrough Parker
Abby L. Parmelly
Alec E. Pedigo
Andrew E. Polchinski
Haley Morgan Pomroy
Camille Denise Powell
Austin Lawrence Poynter
Lauren Elisabeth Pryde
Michael Omeed Raoufpour
James Andrew Reed
Jessica Ashley Riley
Forrest Colby Roberts
Grant M. Robinson
Brandt Thomas Roessler
Aaron J. Rolen
Michael Q. Roos
David B. Rost
Michael London Rousseau
Alexandra L. Sallade
Jordan T. Sawyer
Benjamin D. Schwartz
Gwendolyn M. Seale
Ryan T. Seay
Shivani U. Shah
Sydney A. Shimkus
Joseph E. Skaiast
Devanshi Somaya
Eric Allen Sparks
Victoria Lynn Spickler
Matthew S. Spradling
Cristina Martinez Squiers
Meron Elias Squires
Ashley Brenna Stainton
Sarah M. Stearns
Michael Francis Steve
Allison Marie Stewart
Kenneth Daron Stone
Matthew Guyon Stringer
Christopher James Sullivan
Stephanie G. Sweet
Sean Burton Swords
Aubry L. Talkington
David Robinson Tubb
Christopher L. Valentine
Pooja Vasudev
Matthew S. Vinson
Victoria L. Vish
Kamran Vora
Camille Elizabeth Walker
Michael E. Walraven
Thomas K. Webb
Bryan C. White
Wendy M. Wilkins
Camille Brooke Williamson
William Gregory Williamson
Taylor Elizabeth Willis
Philip Conway Woram
Katherine Swan Wright
Jennifer Kathleen Yates
Thomas Yin
Walker Steven Young
Warren A. Young
Deetricha Yvette Younger
Liang Yue
Kristen M. Zahnow
Leping Zhang

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Master of Arts

Nisa Ahmed Molecular and Cell Biology
Yousuf Mohammad A. Al Khan Economics
Roberto Jose Andrade History
Rose Ashraf Psychology
Katharine C. Boswell English
Grace Bliss Boyers Psychology
  Thesis: “Impact of Social Support on Relationship Satisfaction in Bipolar Disorder”
Mary Kaye Coons Medieval Studies
  Thesis: “Dawdling Conversion: Forced Baptism as a Catalyst for Political and Social Change from
  Charlemagne to the Baltic Crusades”
Andrew Lawrence Forrester English
Ding Liu Economics
Richard Seth McKelvey English
Merve Ozbag Economics
Nishikanta Pati Applied Economics
Sarah M. Stearns Economics
Samuel Morrell Straughan Applied Economics
Margaret Caroline Terrill History
  Thesis: “Popular (Non) Fiction: The Private Detective in Modern Britain”
Ashley Lauren Winstead English
Degree of Master of Science

Ashwaq Nasser Albalawi Physics
Thesis: “Gamma Ray Burst with ROTSE III”

Gunes Alkan Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Nourah Abdulrahman Alothman Physics
Thesis: “Nova M33_2012 - 10a”

Gong Bai Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Rachel Elizabeth Campbell Geology
Thesis: “Stratigraphic architecture and reservoir characteristics of slumped distributary mouth bar deposits, Cretaceous Ferron Sandstone, Utah”

Kyoo Ha Cha Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Jiahui Chen Computational and Applied Mathematics

Robert Burns Farrow Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Teresa Ann Sandoval Gleason Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Chuqiao Hu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Ailin Huang Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Lingyu Kong Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Yu Lan Statistical Science

Xue Li Statistical Science

Haichen Liu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Olivia Jane Mason Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Zhu Mei Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Clayton Michael Moore Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Harrison Remi Oldham Geophysics
Thesis: “NELE: Noise Characterization of the Northern Mississippi Embayment”

Shaoling Qi Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Chelsea Elizabeth Rauch Geology

Aish M. Somily Physics
Thesis: “Dwarf Novae Alcom”

Lu Wang Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Mumu Wang Statistical Science

Qian Wang Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Kangyi Xu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Yan Xu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Yihan Xu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Ziyuan Xu Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Ting Yan Computational and Applied Mathematics

Yuzhi Yan Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Rui Yang Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Shen Yin Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Anyu Zhang Computational and Applied Mathematics

Yi Zheng Applied Statistics and Data Analytics

Yifan Zhong Applied Statistics and Data Analytics
Degree of Master of Science in Applied Economics and Predictive Analytics

Yuan Chen
Darby Sheehan Crowley
Jacob Baruch Hamlin
Ding Liu

Alexander P. Rawlings
Somkenechukwu S. Tassie
Shen Wang
Yifeng Wang

Women’s Studies Certificate

Katherine C. Boswell
Jessica Lynne Lott

Lauren Alyse Miskin
Ashley Lauren Winstead

In Meadows School of the Arts

Degree of Master of Arts

Marissa J. Angelucci Arts Management
Amy Lea Aughinbaugh Arts Management
Preston Alexander Barrett Advertising
Marin Elizabeth Berardi Advertising
Erica Marie Chiarello Advertising
Elizabeth Marie Galanis Arts Management
Diana Herrera Advertising
Jing Jin Advertising
Kristen Margaret Lega Arts Management
Lucy Anderton McGuiigan Art History
Colleen Elizabeth O’Brien Advertising
Emily Ryan Vander Wall Arts Management
Jingxue Wang Advertising
Yiyang Yu Advertising

Degree of Master of Fine Arts

Heather Ashlee Arney Theatre
Daniel Elliot Bertalot Art
Russell Forrest Bockemuehl Theatre
Timothy Paul Brown Theatre
Andrew Patrick Davis Art
Darren Joel Diggle Theatre
Randall Hunter Dowell Theatre
Morgan Laure Garrett Theatre
Diamond Michelle Gray Art
Taylor Harris Theatre
Tiana Kaye Johnson Theatre
Justin Lemieux Theatre
Amanda Catherine Waneta Macarthur Theatre
Brandon James Murphy Theatre
Sarah Louise Rutan Theatre

Degree of Master of Music

Jordyn Elizabeth Beranek Voice Performance
Regina Joi Branford Voice Performance
Dallas Hart Caulkins Voice Performance
Alicia Rogers DeSoto Music Education
David Russell DeSoto Music Education
Jordan Lee Derouen Organ Performance
Jeremy Allen Emmert Theory Pedagogy
Brian Jose Garcia Rodriguez Trumpet Performance
Kayla Dione Kisor Gentry Music Education
Jessica Nance Gilbert Choral Conducting
William Vincent Gover Music Composition
Kristin Rebecca Hames Music Education
Benjamin Aric Hauser Trumpet Performance
Derrick Arnold Horne Music Composition; Theory Pedagogy
La Donna Kaye Jackson Voice Performance
Michael Lloyd Jones Viola Performance
Charles Maina Karanja Voice Performance
Kelly Nicole Kasle Bassoon Performance
Amanda Renee Kline Theory Pedagogy
Julie May Martinez Voice Performance
Leslie Carol Meadows  Music Education
Rachel Danielle Menscher  Piano Performance & Pedagogy
Christopher Meredith  Music Education
Joshua Daniel Mills  Guitar Performance
Astrid Marlene Morales Torres  Piano Performance & Pedagogy
Michael William Nesuda  Music Composition
Stephanie Denise Pavlasek  Music Education
John Tyler Peterson  Music Education
Edward Myles Pinder  Voice Performance
Jessica Lynn Pinkham  French Horn Performance

Degree of Performer's Diploma

Artem Arutyunyan  Piano Performance
Arielle Nicole Collier  Voice Performance
Aris Nobuyuki Doike  Cello Performance
Nathaniel Miles Earhart  Guitar Performance
Bo Ra Jeong  Violin Performance
In Ae Lee  Violin Performance
Alessandro Giuseppe Mazzamuto  Piano Performance

Astrid Marlene Morales Torres  Piano Performance
Jun Soo Park  Violin Performance
Nora Joan Prener  Oboe Performance
Dzmitry Ulasiuk  Piano Performance
Elaine Marie Whitmire  Cello Performance

In Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Degree of Master of Business Administration

David Mikel Aboitiz  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jose O. Aguilar  General Business
Paul Bolivar Aguilar  General Business
Marissa J. Angelucci  Management
Amy Lea Aughinbaugh  Management
Austin Edward Ayres  Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Ihsane Laanaba Aziz  Business Analytics; Marketing
Prajyot Bangera  Business Analytics
Heather Suzanne Barthlow  General Business
Benjamin Clayton Bell  Information and Operations
Travis Eugene Bennett  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Zakaria M. Benyacoub  General Business
Allison Rebecca Berk  Business Analytics; Finance
Matthew M. Berkau  Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship

Asis Bhakta  General Business
Baxter Wilson Billingsley  Finance; Real Estate
Justin Tyler Bokmeyer  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
John Anthony Bonadelle  Real Estate
Zachary Lewis Brazzel  General Business
Mallory Rochelle Brito  Marketing
Joshua Tyler Brown  Finance; Real Estate
Randall Rhys Brown  General Business
Arvo Q. Buck  General Business
Christian Andres Cadena  General Business
Elena Shannon Campbell  Finance
Paul Christian Carpenter  General Business
Neill Douglas Carson  Finance
Erin M. Causey  General Business
Diana Maria Cetares  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Christopher David Chambers  Business Analytics; Finance
Alicia Abigail Chamorro Cuevas  General Business
Shane Burke McLaughlin Finance
Ravi Kumar Meganathan General Business
Ben Meyer Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Benjamin J. Michael General Business
Erica Blair Minnich Business Analytics; Marketing
Michael Anthony Molnar Finance
Patrick Thomas Moore General Business
Andrea Moran-Sendra Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Caleb George Morgret General Business
Sumit Nahar General Business
Rameswari Nandyala General Business
Mahesh L. Nasta General Business
Sri Divya Natta Business Analytics; Finance
Kathleen Kenya Nelson General Business
Stephen Ngoc-Dzanh Nguyen Finance; Real Estate; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Andrew James Nowels Marketing
Trent Ehren Obermueller Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Bradley John Olmstead Finance; Real Estate
Smaran Pakala General Business
Benjamin Isaac Papermaster General Business
Christopher Parker General Business
Anand Vallabhb Patel Real Estate
Kunal Raskilal Patel General Business
Prithviraj Ajittrao Patil Information and Operations; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Neal Allen Pedersen General Business
Jean Etienne Perez Finance
Teresa Marie Peterman Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Vu Quang Pham Finance; Real Estate
Austin Lawrence Poynter Finance
Gan Prakash Business Analytics; Marketing
Maria Del Carmen Quiroz Garcia Moreno Management
Daniel Christopher Raggio Finance
Renjith Ramachandran General Business
Vasanth Ramkumar Business Analytics
Ashok Kumar Raya General Business
Suresh Kumar V. Raya General Business
Bailey Greyson Reed Real Estate
Ryan David Reeh Finance; Real Estate
Hamilton Bounds Reynolds Finance; Real Estate
Daniel Rivas General Business
Dara Rossi General Business
Marquel Jerome Russell Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Tanner Michael Ryan Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Beatriz E. Rios-McKee Information and Operations; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Gavin Edmund Saldanha General Business
Monica Samreth Salinas General Business
Indira Priyadarshini Sanka Finance
Nikhil Sareen General Business
Stephanie Alejandra Schwartz Business Analytics; Marketing
Dennis William Scullion, Jr. General Business
Natalia Torck Senise Management
Aditya Sethi General Business
Lan Sha Business Analytics; Finance
Darren C. Shackelford General Business
Atit Piyushbhai Shah Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Barry Adam Shapiro Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Michelle Anne Sheffield General Business
Richard L. Shoemaker, Jr. General Business
Vikas Kumar Singh Business Analytics; Finance
Abhimanyu Singla Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Bruce Armistead Smathers, Jr. Finance; Real Estate
Steven Kenneth Smith General Business
Manjari Srivastav Business Analytics; Marketing
James Alan Starcher II Information and Operations; Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Benjamin H. Stotts General Business
Sean Warren Strasburger Finance
Katherine Eileen Strickland Business Analytics; Marketing
Chirayathumadom Seshadri Subramanian Finance; Information and Operations
Anish Anand Surya Finance
Thomas Gordon Thigpin III Accounting; Finance
Jimi A. Thompson Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Roberto Tovo General Business
Ai Duc Thien Tran Business Analytics; Marketing
Alexandra Leigh Trimmer Finance
Elizabeth Trocchio Smith General Business
Aslan Teyfik Turer General Business
Emily Ryan Vander Wall General Business
Brandon P. Vann General Business
Rajesh Venkateswaran General Business
Sandeep K. Vennamaneni General Business
Saritha Prasad Vrittamani  General Business
Jennifer Bernice Wallace  General Business
Hao Wang  Business Analytics; Finance
Ellan Ann Warren  Marketing
Theodore Joseph Watt  Finance
Erin Weece  Marketing
Kalyynn N. White  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kenton B. Williams  General Business
Andrew M. Wilson  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Xiaohua Wu  Business Analytics; Marketing
Manish Yadav  Business Analytics; Marketing
Meng Yang  General Business
Warren A. Young  Finance
Kirk Matthew Zauderer  General Business
Eugen M. Zinser  General Business

Degree of Master of Science in Accounting

Abigail Elizabeth Adam  Accounting; Taxation
Mohammad Alkhiyami  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Morgan Meredith Allen  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Heeda Amirshahpari  Accounting; Taxation
Perri Marie Anderson  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Jose Nicolas Arguello  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory; Taxation
Levi Edward Bagwell  Accounting; Taxation
Caroline Randolph Baumann  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Kathryn Grace Binder  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Emily Katherine Blake  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Allison Elizabeth Buchanan  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory; Taxation
Matthew Thomas Buchanan  Accounting; Taxation
Andrew William Lee Cates  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Renchang Nicholas Chang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Baoqi Chen  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Cheng Chen  Accounting; Taxation
Renglin Chen  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
John Henry Coates  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Megan E. Cotton  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Elizabeth Canfield Crowell  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Christopher Andrew Cummins  Accounting; Taxation
Chao Di  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Mackenzie Marie Dolan  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Griffin Brett Dunn  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Kaitlyn Grace Evins  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Amelia Caroline Ewert  Accounting; Taxation
Ashley Elizabeth Falkner  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Yuwei Fan  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Carole Ann Finley  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Brandon Joseph Forsythe  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Xinsheng Gao  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Robert Harlan Garvey  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Apryl Crystel Giraudon  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Jingweihua Guo  Accounting; Taxation
Michelle Marie Gutierrez  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Winston Tachyun Ha  Accounting; Taxation
Elliott Rose Haifleigh  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Hanan A. Hassan  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Ryan Russell Herrscher  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Chloe Luree Hoffacker  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Alison M. Hopkins  Accounting; Taxation
Lauren Elizabeth Hopson  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Morena Jelovic  Accounting; Taxation
Trevor Rusell Jensen  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Ge Jiang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
McKenzie L. Kirby  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Stephanie Nicole Lau  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Sarah B. Ledford  Accounting; Taxation
Robert Elliott Lewis  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Jiahua Li  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Yibei Li  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Wei Liang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Yuting Liang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Yiming Liu  Accounting; Taxation
Yuxuan Liu  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Michael Robert Lowry  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Kendall Katherine Lunney  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Jiaxian Luo  Accounting; Taxation
Amanda Michelle Madu  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
John Mark Alexander Malouf  Accounting; Taxation
Mackenzie N. Martin  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Perry Joseph Mazzone  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Blair Alexandra McDonald  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Adam B. Melson  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Eric Augustus Mercado  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Emily Ryan Mims  Accounting; Taxation
Nichole Elizabeth Mitchell  Accounting; Taxation
Rikki Mittal  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Matthew Parker Montsinger  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
John Henry Morrow IV  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Nicoli Robert Mortola  Accounting; Taxation
Chint Buchanan Murdock  Accounting; Taxation
Atif Nisar Ahmed  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
John Richardson Noble  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Egheosa Tiffany Osawemwenze  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Natasha Nicole Osawemwenze  Accounting; Taxation
Austin Williams Palmer  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Kira Nicole Parsons  Accounting; Taxation
Alexander Owen Perry  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Tyler Mark Peterson  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Brian Tri Pham  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Monica B. Pillow  Accounting; Taxation
Trent G. Riefstahl  Accounting; Taxation
Layne Mical Rissolo  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Emma Lee Roberts  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Alexander Shearer Rodriguez  Accounting; Taxation
Susanna Kennedy Rudner  Accounting; Taxation
Rebecca Anne Russell  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Jodi Jacquelyn Rybarczyk  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Zhentao Sha  Accounting; Taxation
Yaqin Shen  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Hilary Jean Skillman  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Janessa Jane Slone  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Emma June Smith  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Yalun Song  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Aurman Sororian  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Aaron Bud Stafford  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
James Andrew Stafford  Accounting; Taxation
Alex Laine Stanley  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Weiya Sun  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Xujia Tan  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Kirsten Ann Thompson  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Hang Wang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Manqi Wang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Wenjin Wang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Zhen Wang  Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Thomas Rice Williams III Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Siqi Wu Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Xiaodan Wu Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Yiyuan Xiong Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Hanting Xu Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Jiali Xu Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Sijing Xu Accounting; Taxation
Ting Yan Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Zi Yang Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Yue Yuan Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Mingsi Zhu Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Rongtian Zhu Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Wenyu Zhu Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Jiahui Zhuang Accounting; Assurance and Advisory
Qizhe Zhuang Accounting; Taxation

Degree of Master of Science in Business Analytics

Ashwin M. Ariyapadi
Kiran Balagopal
Priyanka Mahendra Bhuta
Cong Bi
Alex Brown Candee
Tzu Chen Chao
Lizhi Chen
Yian Chen
Angela Nicole Chronis
Sarah Morgan Davis
Corey Lane Diener
Ameya Kiran Dighe
Chengcheng Dong
Fangyu Du
Xiaochen Feng
Michael Levi Flowers
John Patrick Friel
Kishan Kumar Gonehal Matam
Jijin Han
Matthew K. Ito
Robert McReynolds Jackson
Mou Ji
Shengtao Jiang
John Stephen Kenfield
Hyun Oh Kim
Alexander Jason Levy
Zhongyang Liu
Riya Narendra Lodha
Siyuan Long
Jesse Bryce Luebbert
Zihao Luo
Joshua A. Mancour
Taylor William Marr
McKenna Catherine Maxwell
Anh Tran Meraz
Radhika Dharmesh Naik
Prashanth Dayananda Nayak
Ryan A. Prince
Jingzhao Qi
Matthew Stephen Rohleder
Alexis Noel Saunders
Bin Sheng
Bradley Scott Sherman
Daniel Seaton Shevenell
Shailendra Shrivastava
Kaiyin Song
John Jacob Stoltenberg
Mujie Tan
Min-Yu Tsai
Neharika Vinod Tupkari
Yalun Wang
Xing Wei
Maddison Margaret White
Chengcheng Xu
Yunjian Xu
Mo Yang
Weiyang Yang
Shui Yu
Andres Thomas Zambrano
Abdulla F. Zatar
Ziyi Zhao

Degree of Master of Science in Entrepreneurship

Anetra C. Parker
Degree of Master of Science in Finance

Brandon Taylor Alex
Chris R. Benavides
Zachary Michael Bush
Troy D. Castle
Christopher Cody Conoly
Sang Ngoc Do
David Tyler Fairleigh
Adam John Ferreira
Jonathan D. Geers
Jared Michael Ginter
David Guinn Gordon
Keith Wetterau Harbison
Christopher David Harnadek
Minke He
Yuhaoo He
Emmanuel Hitti
Yuyang Hong
Kuangyi Jiang
Thomas Ryan Joy
Andrew McMillan Lee
David James Leonard
James Li
Mingsheng Li
Tianyi Li
Kun Lin
Jiangyan Liu
Matthew Korthase Lockard
Zhuoer Ma
Andrew O’Reilly McClenehen
Tyler J. McCord
Dennis Dac Nguyen
Adele Marie Noel
Ejomafuvwe Alfred Oloko
Xiang Qiu
Xiaoxiao Ran
Analise Eugenia Riddle
Laurence David Stephens III
Eric Michael Tran
Guanhuan Wang
Siqing Xin
David Yeh
Caroline Victoria Young
Haoyi Yu
Hanyaqian Yuan
Xin Zheng
Jing Zhuang

Degree of Master of Science in Management

Forrest Flick Ackerman
Samiha Azam
Hussein Baghdadi Mroweh
Rory Nicole Callaghan
Lei Cao
Amoldeep Jagjit Singh Chahal
Christina Marie Copus
Yanyan Cui
Rachel Riane Emery
Justin L. Forte
Danping Fu
Sayem Huq
Wenyi Jin
Dhruv Kaushal
Sahiti Kondapalli
Savannah Leigh Landis
Michel Jung Lee
Cydney Rae Liberman
Anqi Lu
Brandon Xian Lu
Coby J. Marcum

Christina Marie Marshall
Brett Milferd McCormick
Benjamin Thomas McElroy III
Mueller Luke Moffitt
Sawyer Dane Morris
Alan Ni
Tara Frances O’Reilly
Liwei Pan
Likai Qian
Yazmina Qureshi
Alyssa Elisabeth Riedel
Cameron Duval Smith
Jiayin Song
Manti Matthew Su’a
Rahul K. Thamby
Matthew A. Thompson
Annie Madeline Trant
Alexandra J. Trenary
Ye Wang
Craishia Shanta Washington
Bohan Zhang
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Michael Clay Adams  Sustainability and Development

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Harshitha Reddy Abbidi  Systems Engineering
Domingo Joshua Abilez  Systems Engineering
Meichel Lucagbo Abillar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Vinita Acharya  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Necraj Adlakha  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Hamid Afshar  Security Engineering
Max Albert Agadoni  Operations Research
Nikhil Chandra Shekar Agashe  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Sahana Akepati  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Samer Y. Al Yasiri  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Abdullah Ibrahim Albadri  Software Engineering
Ali Jawharah Fahad Aljuhaymi  Software Engineering
Sara Fawaz Alkhateeb  Security Engineering
Ali Abdulgani S. Almadan  Computer Science
Zaid Ali Anwar  Systems Engineering
Frederick Joseph Auth  Systems Engineering
Yulan Bai  Operations Research
Bader Bushra Banjar  Systems Engineering
Cesar Barragan  Operations Research
Akshay Dilip Belwalkar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Pooja Arvind Bholekar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Shivanand Vittal Biradar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Smruthy Bolumalla  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Brad Wesley Brooks  Systems Engineering
Scott Alan Bryant  Systems Engineering
Douglas Franklin Burlingame  Datacenter Systems Engineering
Nora Sharon Camstra  Operations Research
Aidan Patrick Carrigg  Systems Engineering
Aayush Chandra  Security Engineering
Ashwin Chandrasekhar  Computer Science
Sumanth Channaveeriah  Security Engineering
Sanket Santosh Chaudhari  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Han Chen  Computer Science
Alexander Koshan Cheng  Computer Science
Anoop Chandrasekharan Cherimal  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
James Chase Coleman  Operations Research
Hector Curi Azuara  Software Engineering
Ian Scott Cuthbert  Systems Engineering
Jay Michael Demmler  Systems Engineering
Ankit Deshmukh  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Amey Ashok Dharwadkar  Computer Science
Johnathan Grant Ditto  Systems Engineering
Brandon Allen Doyle  Systems Engineering
Lionel Dsouza  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Reem Abdullah Fairak  Security Engineering
Timothy John Fennell  Systems Engineering
Daniel Thomas Ferrante  Systems Engineering
Victoria Lee Fitzgerald  Operations Research
Andrew Scott Ford  Manufacturing Systems Management
Yasamin Fozouni  Software Engineering
Raz Friman  Computer Science
Harith Shantan Gaddamanugu  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Arihant Prahlad Gaggar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Douglas Glen Gannon  Systems Engineering
Miguel A. Garcia  Operations Research
Kristian Edsel Garcia-Mendez-Rowold  Operations Research
Aditya Madhav Godbole  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Joshua Gonzales  Systems Engineering
Sandeep Raja Gowraiahgare  Software Engineering
Stephen Wayne Gray  Security Engineering  
Ankur Gupta  Software Engineering  
Dipesh Gupta  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Paula L. Hahn  Systems Engineering  
Pragati Nishikant Hambir  Security Engineering  
Madhura Herekar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Brandon L. Hubbard  Manufacturing Systems Management  
Vishwas Anilkumar Jani  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Mohammad Hanif Amin Jhaveri  Computer Science  
Bryce Jones  Systems Engineering  
Jay Bryan Jordan  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Omkar Rajan Joshi  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Gity Karami Mirazizi  Software Engineering  
Stephen K. Karanja  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Sarah Asma Kazmi  Systems Engineering  
Mohammed Amin Khan  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Ronak Mehul Khara  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Pranav Narayan Kini  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Aditya Ramnath Krishnan  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Adwait Vishram Kulkarni  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Shankar Kumar  Security Engineering  
Daniel Gregory Lowry  Security Engineering  
Casey Lu  Systems Engineering  
Omkar Ramesh Mane  Software Engineering  
Priyank Kishor Marthak  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Adrian N. McKinney  Manufacturing Systems Management  
Aasutosh Bhagavatiprasad Mehta  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Bhavik Deepak Mehta  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Pooja Arvind Mehta  Computer Science  
Radha Mehta  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Daniel Ricardo Mendez  Systems Engineering  
Anshumali Misra  Software Engineering  
Pooja Anant Moghe Moghe  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Sayli Suresh More  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Sowmya Nadipineni  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Shahrzad Niakan  Operations Research  
William O’Connor  Computer Science  
Thesis: “Classification and Time Series Forecasting: Applications in the Stock Market”  
Sean Timothy O’Neill  Systems Engineering  
Bhushan Padhiar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Arpit Rajeshkumar Panchal  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Samrat Nandkumar Pandit  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Ankit Bakulesh Pandya  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Anuj Bhadreshkumar Patel  Software Engineering  
Chintan Harshadbhai Patel  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Dhairya Prashantkumar Patel  Software Engineering  
Japan Naginbhai Patel  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Suchit Bharat Patel  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Urja Rajendrakumar Patel  Computer Science  
Nitya Lakshmi Patil  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Jeetkumar Rajesh Patwa  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Magelage Nipuna Pradeeptha Perera  Software Engineering  
Derek Sundet Phanekham  Computer Science  
Monica Phillips  Systems Engineering  
Shibani Raikar  Telecommunications and Network Engineering  
Alejandro Luis Ramirez Herrera  Computer Science  
Bailie Kathryn Reed  Operations Research  
Kevin Christopher Rivers  Operations Research  
Justin Collin Robinson  Systems Engineering  
Michael James Ryan  Operations Research
Danny Louis Salinas  Operations Research
Rikesh Ashok Saner  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Jay Dilip Sawant  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Randy Brian Seck  Systems Engineering
Hem Hasmukhbhai Shah  Computer Science
Zachary Charles Shainsky  Computer Science
Rachel Ann Sheppard  Operations Research
Drashti Rashmikkumar Sheth  Software Engineering
Vallabh Sumant Shetwe  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Michael Simon  Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Ramiro Solis, Jr.  Systems Engineering
Michael Tyler Springer  Computer Science
Thesis: “The Unreliable Assignment Problem”
Shane Hayden Thompson  Systems Engineering
Eric Ryan Trexel  Computer Science

Degree of Master of Science in Civil Engineering

Julia Addobbati Aguiar
Miguel Angel Gutierrez, Jr.
Peter William Hutley
Matthew Napier-Jameson

Dhwani Pravinkumar Patel
Bo Peng
Kaitlyn Anne Thomas
Thesis: “Investigating Mechanical Response of Fluted Points With Different Geometric Variations”

Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering

Hui Jiang
Sravana Kancharla
Thesis: “Power Analysis Attack Evaluation of Design for Testability Hardware”
Erchen Lu

Yang Lu
Xinying Zhang
Yuyan Zhang
Chen Zhao
Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering

Rebecca Philip Almeida
Hua Cai
Dhruvang Mayankbhai Darji
Philip Charles Davis
Jesalkumar Chetan Desai
Krupal Ashitkumar Desai
Sima Fu
Qian Hu
Amba Kalur
Xiaodong Kang
Peiqin Li
Zhijie Liao
Nade Lin
Fan Liu
Chang Luo
Swanand Saiprasad Nabar
  Thesis: “High Speed SRAM Design”
Nikunj Ravjibhai Radadia
Nicholas P. Saulnier
  Thesis: “Creating a Mobile Platform for Cervical Cancer Diagnosis”

Degree of Master of Science in Engineering Management

Sheikh Fahres Ahmed
Emmanuel Ogochukwu Akapeke
Jeffrey Allen Alexander
Ashwaq Saleh Almeer
Yazeed Mohammed Alnuwaysir
Zaid Abdulrahman Alsuwaydaa
Fahad Majid Alzaid
Shwetha Bhat
Kevin Demond Brown
Pablo Roberto Ceballos Sandino
Kevin Lawrence Conway
Michael Robert Crance
Jorge Dieck Iza
Lauren Elizabeth Dillon
Emily Marie Dunn
Christopher Michael Eanes
Zachary Norman Fleck
Lauren Larimore Gibbens
Fernando Gomez Gonzalez
Travis James Hacker

Nilay Ajaykumar Shah
Vivek Kirtikumar Shah
Ameya Ravindra Shetye
Soham Rajeshbhai Soneji
  Thesis: “A New Approach to Image-Based Cervical Cancer Detection and Classification”
Jiawei Wang
  Thesis: “10 Bit Pipeline ADC Design”
Jingchen Wang
Junqi Wang
Minsi Wang
  Thesis: “Design and Analysis of Low Power SRAM”
Keru Xia
Xiaoyi Xie
Zhijing Ye
  Thesis: “3D-Interconnect by Using Impedance Matching Network”
Yang Yu
Zhiyao Zeng

Samuel Jefferson III
Jeffrey Allen Jones
Jennifer Frances Kelley
Stephanie E. Kelly
Nicholas Dave Kveton
Jonathon Cathro Linn
Juncheng Lou
Tristan David Lozuk
Kathrina Paddayuman Macalanda
Jesus Ochoa Ramos
Nikkia S. Parish
Rachel Morgan Parsons
Uddit H. Patel
Jonathan Charles Peinado
Kyle Pilkenton
Amy Suzanne Pruitt
Ignacio San Luis
Tracey Nicole Savcic
Katherine Fenn Sumner
Keith Andrew Thompson
Carlos Luis Torres  
Oliver Thomas Toscano  
Tim Trout  
James Sterling Walker  

Mary Katherine Walker  
Qixuan Wang  
Nicolas James Wilson

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering

Randolph Lee Bowers  
Erick Daniel Del Cid Rodas  
Bo Gong  
Allison Michelle Leopold

Abigail Grace Noell  
Daniela De Siqueira Pezzo  
Qunyue Xia

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Science

Xinglong Qiu

Degree of Master of Science in Information Engineering and Management

Khalid Sulaiman Aljarboa  
Mark Britton  
Thomas Alexander Gibbs  
Xijian Hu  
Robert Scott McKean

Pranit Balkrishan Palandurkar  
Kashif Amin Sayyed  
Hibah Shafi  
Rohit Singh  
Yunyuan Zhang

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Salma Bargach  
Kyle Adrian Groundwater  
Nathaniel J. Lammons  
Jane H. Mak

Margaret Marie Bernadette Mochel  
Daniel Rodriguez  
Taria Nicole Usher

In Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Degree of Master of Arts in Dispute Resolution

Victoria L. Chanpong  
Marla Annette Diers  
Rebecca Elizabeth Farrington  
Ronald Z. Gross  
Joshua Alexander Hart  
Aaron Dell Horn

Kathleen Kelley Lankert  
Mi Jin N. Liu  
Wendy Michele Mayfield  
Laurieann Ram-Kern  
Daniel Alexander Russell  
Alicia Mercedes Yibirin

Degree of Master of Bilingual Education

Andrea Cano  
Emma Yolanda Cepeda  
Cruz Omar Herrera-Ramirez

Vivianne Graciella Mogna Lefeld  
Justin Heath Mueller  
Laura E. Rodriguez-Compean
DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION

Sarah Catherine Aguilar
Meredith F. Allen
Saeed Abdullah Alshehri
Kim Lori Ashmore Educational Leadership
Kristi Lynelle Baker Special Education
Sam Bernal Educational Leadership
Olivia M. Borrego Educational Leadership
Julia Lynn Boudreau
Karalynd Emma Brown
Douglas Kent Burak Educational Leadership
Sara Kim Chu
Tanisha Rashawn Clark Educational Leadership
Allison Olivia Clendening Educational Leadership
Heather Clift Educational Leadership
Carlin Lee Conner Special Education
Von'Travis Dejanaro Crawford Educational Leadership
Carol Eaton Crowling Educational Leadership
Jazmune Channell Davis Educational Leadership
Irma Patricia De La Guardia Educational Leadership
Emily Katherine Dean
Maliha Dhanani Educational Leadership
Dexter S. Dixon Educational Leadership
John Hunter Duesing
Queen G. Ekejija
Alexandra Elise Fromm
Dario Ganic Educational Leadership
David Jovan Gardner Educational Leadership
Thania Alejandra Garibay Educational Leadership
Rachel Elizabeth Gately
Elizabeth Parrish Gillis
Morgan Leigh Goss
Courtney Allison Green
Jaemi Jo Groves
Angelina Marina Guerra Educational Leadership
Crystal Annelie Hernandez
Susan Rene’ Hohertz
Patria R. Jackson Educational Leadership
Taylor AlexXandria Jeter
Lauren Nicole Johnson
Kally Ann Jorgensen Educational Leadership
Blake Lauren King
Trieu Van Le Educational Leadership
Marc Ryan Lechlitner
Nastassia Celenzia Macharia
Cody Louise Meador Educational Leadership
Joseph H. Medaris Educational Leadership
Kathryn Elissa Mikeska Educational Leadership
Megan Davila Moss Educational Leadership
Nicola Marie Muchnikoff Educational Leadership
Maria Luisa Nava Educational Leadership
Adesuwa Ogbomo
Giovanni Sterling Outram
Elizabeth Karen Oviatt Educational Leadership
Devean Racquel Owens Educational Leadership
Evelyn Guadalupe Perette Educational Leadership
Curstyn Constance Ploch
Shirley Ann Preyan Educational Leadership
Anne Marie Lampe Rahmeier
Alexandra Elizabeth Ritter
Daniela Elizabeth Santana
Elsy Cecilia Scott Special Education
Asa Jamal Shirwa
Cayce Christina Tabor
Aubrey Elizabeth Tarantine Educational Leadership
Brittany McKayla Thompson Educational Leadership
Taylor Isaiah Toynes
Brooke Amber Tucker Educational Leadership
David Villegas Educational Leadership
Katie Ann Walantas
Hannah Rose Walsh
Suzanne Marie Weathers Educational Leadership
Taylor Machelle Werthen Special Education
Emily Hanna West Educational Leadership
Kate Lynn Elizabeth Wilke Educational Leadership
Yangyang Yao
Maria Elena Zavala
Katerina Zhelnova
Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Arzu Calis Creative Writing
Bart Allan Crowder Organizational Dynamics
Amy E. Dahmann Organizational Dynamics
Julie Leigh Day Global Studies; Human Rights and Social Justice
Vanessa Perez Duran Self-Designed
Frederico Soares Emilio Self-Designed
Jon Charles Fortman Humanities
Ali Farid Garcia-Voissem Global Studies; Human Rights and Social Justice
Ashley Sheneice Garner Communication, Media, and Technology
Theresa Marie Garza Organizational Dynamics
Bettye Sims Heath Human Rights and Social Justice
Diane Elizabeth Jay Creative Writing
Steven Timothy Johnson Organizational Dynamics
Smruti Khandwala Creative Writing
Patty Lowell Creative Writing
Diana Lynn Miller Humanities
Julie Monge
Denise Louise Newton Human Rights and Social Justice
Daryl Ray Parker Creative Writing; Human Rights and Social Justice
Boston Derek Ross American Studies
Ena Janet Saavedra Organizational Dynamics
Sarah Jane Semrad
Raven M. Short Organizational Dynamics
Amy Sims Stovall Communication, Media, and Technology
Patrice LaBelle Tenenbaum Organizational Dynamics
Merle Kasten Turner
JinHe Susie Upshaw Organizational Dynamics
Michael J. Walker Organizational Dynamics

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Shannon N. Bowling
Ellen Shea Burton
Patricia Ann Carr
Kelsey Marie D’Amore
Christy S. Dobbs
Taylor Weir Edwards
Savannah Shay Eidson
Jill Elizabeth Freeze
Katrina Lyn Gamber
Maritza Nell Garcia
Bryna Laree Garrison
Ian Christopher Hammonds
Kelsey Leigh Hammoor
Tyler Michelle Harding
Brittany Rene Hicks
Ipek Isikli
Kimberlee Ann Kays
Micaela Marie Krusemark
Valerie Bianca Lerma
Hayden Michael Lindsey
Elizabeth Madison McClure
Melody Jean Moore
Alyson Margaret Reid
Lakeita Monique Roberts
Jillian Nicole Simpson
Nancy Stadtman Solls
Graziela Paulino de Paula Solomon
Dana Lee Stewart
Sherri R. Taylor
Shayla Gardner Turner
Jacquelan A. Vujovich
Stephanie J. Whisenhunt

Degree of Master of Science in Sport Management

Isaiah Kamali’i de Laura
Lindsey Elizabeth Doss
Jeremy Donte Gray
Brenna Lynn Mason
Certificate of Advanced Graduate Studies

Lauren Anne Cove
Jessica Gonzalez Hernandez

In The Guildhall At SMU, Linda And Mitch Hart eCenter

Certificate in Digital Game Development

Justin Patrick Atkinson Specialization in Art Creation
Nathan B. Bowden Specialization in Level Design
Baron D. Capers Specialization in Art Creation
Guy Cameron Cockrum Specialization in Level Design
Isaiah Everin Cooper Specialization in Level Design
Hong Yung Dai Specialization in Software Development
Renan Henrique Pereira de Lima Specialization in Level Design
Anthony John Fleshner Specialization in Software Development
Tiffany Lee Griffith Specialization in Art Creation
Aaron Michael Hamilton Specialization in Art Creation
Shih cheng Huang Specialization in Level Design
Pranav Kumar Specialization in Level Design
Christian J. Medina Specialization in Art Creation
David Connor Mershawn Specialization in Level Design

Jorge Montolio Conde Specialization in Level Design
Tyler Matthew Morgan Specialization in Level Design
Kevin Lee Morris Specialization in Production
Taylor Lynne Pate Specialization in Art Creation
Brian Edward Perry Specialization in Level Design
Colton T. Revia Specialization in Level Design
Alexander Austin Shilts Specialization in Level Design
Marcelo Spiezzi Raimbault Specialization in Production
Robert Caleb Stewart Specialization in Software Development
Srinath Upadhyayula Specialization in Software Development
Colin Anthony Valek Specialization in Art Creation
William C. Vennes Specialization in Software Development
Katherine G. Wood Specialization in Level Design
Degree of Master of Interactive Technology

Justin Patrick Atkinson Digital Game Development - Art Creation

Nathan B. Bowden Digital Game Development - Level Design

Guy Cameron Cockrum Digital Game Development - Level Design

Isaiah Everin Cooper Digital Game Development - Level Design

Hong Yung Dai Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Story Driven Open World Sandbox Games Using Branch and Bottleneck Adaptive Questing System”

Anthony John Fleshner Digital Game Development - Software Development
Thesis: “Fast Random Genetic Search for Large Scale RTS Combat Scenarios”

Tiffany Lee Griffith Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Creating a Modular Weapons System”

Aaron Michael Hamilton Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Creating Vast Background Vistas that Meld Seamlessly with Player Space”

Shih cheng Huang Digital Game Development - Level Design

Pranav Kumar Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Comparative Research of Input Methods that simulate Vertical Traversing in a Virtual Space Using the HTC-Vive”

Christian J. Medina Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Implementing a Modern Workflow in a Realistic Environment Design”

David Connor Mershawn Digital Game Development - Level Design

Jorge Montolio Conde Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Developing Narrative-Oriented Systems for a Point-and-Click Adventure in Unreal Engine 4”

Tyler Matthew Morgan Digital Game Development - Level Design

Kevin Lee Morris Digital Game Development - Production

Taylor Lynne Pate Digital Game Development - Art Creation
Thesis: “Mapping a Non-Humanoid Head to a Human Face for Motion-Captured Facial Animation”

Brian Edward Perry Digital Game Development - Level Design

Colton T. Revia Digital Game Development - Level Design

Alexander Austin Shilts Digital Game Development - Level Design

Marcelo Spiezzi Raimbault Digital Game Development - Production
Thesis: “Behavioral Clustering in Open World Sandbox Games”

Colin Valek, Thesis: “Creating Vast Background Vistas that Meld Seamlessly with Player Space”

Srinath Upadhyayula Digital Game Development - Software Development

Colin Anthony Valek Digital Game Development - Art Creation

William C. Vennes Digital Game Development - Software Development

Katherine G. Wood Digital Game Development - Level Design
Thesis: “Exploring the Educational Benefits of Motion Capture Game Technology”

Renan Henrique Pereira de Lima Digital Game Development - Level Design
May 2016

Candidates for Degrees

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Betty Florentina Acosta World Languages: French; International Studies
Laura Michelle Adametz Economics
La’Keisha D. Adams Psychology
Nicholas Daniel Adams Markets and Culture
Julia Anne Adler Psychology
Alexandra Rose Adrian English
Sean Ryan Ahearn Mathematics
Rianna M. Airitam World Languages: Spanish; International Studies
Raquel Annette Alcorta Psychology
Christopher Charles Alfano Economics
Pamela CarleeAnn Allen Psychology
Nancy C. Alvarez Psychology
Lindsey Meredith Anderson Psychology
Matthew James Anderson English
Jeremy Andrew Arata Individualized Studies in Liberal Arts
Alicia Christine Arata Anthropology
Blake Ashton Barnett Biological Sciences
Mary C. Barrios Biological Sciences
Nicholas Charles Barsam Markets and Culture
Christopher Benton Bass Economics
Katherine Bentfield Spanish
Emma Anne Berkel English
Elizabeth Anne Black Psychology; Spanish
Samuel Ballard Blake History
Emily Anne Bloch Psychology
Nicole Adele Bloch English
Fallon A. Bock Anthropology
Madeleine Derbonne Boudreaux Psychology
Linda Marie Braun Psychology
Chauncey Armani Briggs Sociology
Antonia Amber Brito Markets and Culture
Chasitie Gabrielle Brown English
Laura Enrica Buckley Anthropology; World Languages: French; Spanish
Anthony James Buffini Sociology
Ryan Charles Burgess Public Policy
Ashley Hilton Burnett Psychology
Ida Marie Bustnes International Studies
Paige Jacqueline Calentino Psychology
Ashleigh Disbrow Canton Political Science
Trevor Warren Caples Psychology
Jovelyn Stephanie Castellanos Biological Sciences
Paige Hayley Chandler Biological Sciences
Aubrey Kathleen Chapman Psychology; Religious Studies
Maggie Emily Chen Psychology
Laura Jaewon Chung Public Policy
Raymond Scott Cline Psychology
Laura Tyler Coffin World Languages: French
Guy Irving Colby V History
Julian Andrés Contreras Markets and Culture
Ryan Wesley Cordill Economics
Margaret Leigh Cummings English
Brianda Payan Curry Political Science
Lucija Cvitanovic Psychology
Caroline Delgado Psychology
Jackson Hampton Denney Economics
Austin Dean Diamond Spanish
Bradford Higgins Dillenback Markets and Culture
Shahdad Djavaherian Psychology
Emily Nicole Dombrowski History
Lee Hamilton Downen English
Dustin George Drai Economics
Charles Glen DuPont International Studies
Stuart Redman Duenner Geology
Hannah Anona Duke Political Science; Public Policy
Benjamin Forbes Dumas Economics
Laura Contole Dupper Psychology
Ashley Ann Durrance Anthropology; English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Emily Margaret Dworkin Psychology
Alexander Frank Dwyer Political Science
Victoria Leigh Edwards Psychology
Britton Thomas Ekholm Economics
Austin Smith Ellert Economics
Melanie Dalia Enriquez Psychology
Emily Elizabeth Faerber Psychology
Kayla Robin Fahy Human Rights; Public Policy
Harmony Long Ning Fan International Studies
Katherine Marie Faraldo English
Loic Anthony Ferdinandi English
Garrett Clayton Fisher Public Policy
Campbell McCall Flemmons French
Dallas Mackenzie Forbes International Studies; Mathematics
Brooke Ashley Fothergill Psychology
Joseph G. Freeman Economics
Jhoanna Sarahlee Garcia English
Logan Maritz Gerard Economics
Michael Omed Ghodsi Psychology
Madeline Burke Giancola Psychology
Justin Andrew Gibson English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Mary Paxton Gibson Psychology
Tyler Ryan Gibson Markets and Culture
Katherine M. Gonzales Psychology
Bridget Elise Graf Psychology
Hayley Erin Graves Political Science
Mackenzie Brianne Gray Psychology
Simina Maria Grecu English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Alyssa Evangelina Greer Markets and Culture
Theresa Sullivan Griesedieck English with a Creative Writing Specialization
Jane Abigail Gross Anthropology
Batuhan Gunay Economics
Bradley Robert Haaland Economics
Malachi Haines Economics
Lindsay Elizabeth Hale Economics
Karly Diane Hanson International Studies
Susann Harding International Studies
Sami Michael Hawwa Economics
Kathleen A. Hayden Psychology
Catherine Elizabeth Hazen Chemistry
Chandler Renae Helms French
Gerald S. Hendrex Biological Sciences
Inigo Jose Hernandez-Ysasi International Studies
Timothy Jakob Hettinger History
Bethany Ann Hicks Environmental Studies
Justin Kyle Hicks Biological Sciences; Spanish
Graham Harper Hill Economics
Jessica Taylor Hill Markets and Culture
Blake C. Hobby Economics; Political Science; Public Policy
Arrius Shamar Holleman Sociology
Rebecca Grace Horoschak Psychology
Patrick Bruce Hosch History
David Aaron House History
Susan Katherine Hovey-Murray History
John Bradford Hudgens Economics
Ariana Nicole Hudson Human Rights
Mayra Yesenia Huerta Lucio Human Rights; International Studies
Michael K. Iwuoha Economics
Mason T. Jennings Markets and Culture
Clara MaryAlice Johnson Philosophy
Jacob Alexander Johnson Economics
Langston Rockefeller Johnson Political Science
Arthur L. Justice III Environmental Studies
Taylor Elizabeth Kainer Economics; Psychology
Kaitlyn Allise Kaiser Anthropology; Psychology
Ogulcan Kalkanli International Studies; Markets and Culture
Sara Kamal Psychology
Armaan Singh Kang History
Laura K. Kellogg Psychology
Markus Roysall Kennedy History
Shivam Khanna Economics
Neeoz Khorrami Economics
Regan Lee Klein French
Conner James Kline History; Political Science
Elizabeth Wyatt Krane Economics
Kofi Kuakumensah-Ocloo French
Marissa Nicole Kundak Political Science
Kristopher Brandon-Paul La Tour Chemistry
Brittany Breeze LaBossier Anthropology; Human Rights
Taylor Jonathan Lamb Economics
Brooke Denise Lane Political Science
Sarah Yeon Sook Lea Psychology
Jennie Christine Lee World Languages: Italian
Ashton Nichole Leonard Economics
Olivia Dru Leonard Markets and Culture; Spanish
Darius Damonte Lewis Psychology; Sociology
Yunong Li Markets and Culture
Zhe Li Economics
Samuel Quinton Linn History
Diana Lira  Markets and Culture; Spanish  
Elainy R. Lopez  Anthropology  
Imelda Lopez  Political Science  
Elizabeth Jane Lowder  Markets and Culture  
Paige Marie Lyons  Markets and Culture  
Margot Mary Macconnell  English  
Maria del Carmen Maciel  French; International Studies; Political Science  
Patrick Oscar Magistrado  Biological Sciences  
Mary Caitlin Mahaffy  English  
Katherine Rose Maiers  French  
Micaela Alicia Solano Maldonado  Spanish  
Haley J. Manley  Psychology  
Carly Nobuko Mann  Economics; Markets and Culture  
Soñia Maria Mantas  Markets and Culture  
Zhenyu Mao  Economics  
Samantha Trudy Jean Marchand  History  
Gabriella Camille Marciano  Psychology  
Clementine Rose Marcus  Psychology  
Lauren Nicole Marmolejo  Markets and Culture; Sociology  
William Codey Marshall  Markets and Culture  
Lisa Christina Matthews  Markets and Culture  
Keena Renae’ Mays  English  
Arin Lorene McGovern  International Studies  
Colleen Ruth McKenzie  Public Policy  
Peyton Key Meersman  World Languages: French  
Katherine Anne Meier  Psychology  
Margot Eugenie Mejia-Johnston  Psychology  
Norma Rosa Mendoza  Psychology  
Lauren Bixby Mensing  Economics; Public Policy  
Robert A. Metts  History  
Jacqueline Elizabeth Miller  Psychology  
Yasmeen Sami Mohamed  International Studies  
Elisabeth Carmel Molloy  Spanish  
Briana Elise Monsalve  Political Science  
Sadi Moradi  Economics  
Rachel Ann Morgani  Anthropology  
Anthony Neil Moss  Political Science  
Adam C. Mueller  History  
Alexander J. Munoz  Political Science  
Marisela Munoz  Chemistry; Psychology  
Megan Elizabeth Murphy  Psychology  
Mamic L. Murry  Markets and Culture  
Benjamin Lee Nabors  Economics  
Bryce Nayden  English  
Tracy Suzanne Nelson  Economics; Political Science; Public Policy  
Bradley James Neunuebel  Markets and Culture  
Nickolas David Noble  Economics  
Nicolas A. Noboa  Biological Sciences  
William Edward Nollmann  Economics  
Anna Christine Norkett  Public Policy  
William Patrick Norwood  Philosophy; Political Science  
Miles Chandler Nowak  Economics  
Jaime Evans O’Donnell  French  
Brenna Marie O’Neill  Markets and Culture  
Brenda Isabel Olvera Leyva  Economics  
Lewis Mokua Omboga  Philosophy; Psychology  
Johnathen L. Ortega  International Studies; Political Science  
Meredith Jordan Oshrain  Biological Sciences  
Jason M. Owens  History; International Studies  
Maria Jose Padgett Valladares  Markets and Culture  
Anthony Vincent Palatella  Economics  
Lauren Elizabeth Palley  Philosophy  
David Brendel Palumbo  Psychology  
Kayla F. Parsons  World Languages: French  
Amy Katherine Paschall  Economics  
Vanisha Anil Patel  Markets and Culture  
Devyn Nicole Pels  Spanish  
Megan E. Perry  English  
Samantha Leigh Perry  International Studies  
Abigail Jordyn Persky  Markets and Culture  
Curtis B. Petrini  Political Science  
Linnea Eden Petroff  Psychology  
John Robert Pfirrman  Political Science  
Jessica Paulina Pietri  Markets and Culture; Psychology  
Daniel Ryan Pitts  Psychology; Religious Studies  
Adam Jacob Price  Economics  
Casey Rose Quinn  Political Science  
Hena Hanifa Rafiq  Human Rights; Political Science  
Sarah N. Rahimi  History  
Savannah Marie Ransome  Markets and Culture  
Emily Elizabeth Reiff  Chemistry  
Addison F. Reilly  Religious Studies  
Madison Nicole Reisdorf  Spanish  
Anika Tasnim Reza  International Studies; Political Science  
Santiago Richardson Martinez  Public Policy
Degree of Bachelor of Science

Odal Adnan Abdelqader Mathematics
Sammy Hassan Abdullah Biological Sciences
Nicholas Daniel Adams Economics with Finance Applications
Sean Ryan Ahearn Economics with Finance Applications
Jordan Todd Airhart Mathematics
Bano Nabaz Ali Biological Sciences
Feras Fahad Almasaud Economics with Finance Applications
Theodore Kwang-Ho An Biochemistry
Samir Bajaj Economics with Finance Applications
William John Balch Economics with Finance Applications
Mary C. Barrios Health and Society
Andrew P. Barton Economics with Finance Applications
Emma Tudor Birrell Economics
Bennett Williams Blanchat Geology
Sarah Kate Blettner Economics with Finance Applications
Jenny Bodwell Mathematics
Connor E. Boyles Economics with Finance Applications
Kaitlin Amber Brashear Economics with Finance Applications
Andres Joseph Brener Economics with Finance Applications
Andrew Byrnes Brunson Economics with Finance Applications
Samuel Alden Buchholz Economics with Finance Applications
Alex Michael Buckley Economics
Cameron D. Buller Mathematics
Ryan Charles Burgess Economics with Finance Applications
Kirsten Bustamante Geology
Jacob Daniel Cadena Mathematics
Liz Marie Calderon Solis Biological Sciences
Steven James Campbell Economics
Thomas Joseph Carruthers Economics with Finance Applications
Isaiah Daniel Castillo Mathematics
Celena Deshay Chambers Mathematics
Christina Marie Chase Mathematics
Kristen Taylor Cichocki Mathematics
Madeline Elizabeth Clyde Chemistry
Guy Irving Colby V Anthropology
Dylan Christian Connelly Economics with Finance Applications
Richard Kramer Haile Cook Mathematics
Lauren Jayne Corey Biological Sciences
Adam Britton Cox Mathematics
Shelby Niccole Crain Mathematics
Lauren Elise Cushnie Biological Sciences
Sohit Dave Mathematics
Austin Dean Diamond Economics with Finance Applications
Dylan J. Dickman Biological Sciences
Griffin Forbes Diemer Economics with Finance Applications
Omar Alejandro Dominguez Mathematics
Ryan S. Dudrow Mathematics
Cash G. Edwards Biochemistry
Tynan Andrew Edwards Biochemistry
Kaley Kalia El-Arab Chemistry; Mathematics
Bernardo Elizondo Porte Economics with Finance Applications
Nateshwar Yogindra Elphick Biological Sciences
Taylor Elizabeth Escher Biochemistry
Richard Ralph Escobar Biological Sciences
Aryana Esmaili Biological Sciences
Kayla Robin Fahy Economics
Joseph Paul Falci IV Economics with Finance Applications
Charles William Fichtner Economics with Finance Applications
Miles Robert Fisher Biological Sciences
Shila Rajel Fitussi Sociology
Brennan Patrick Foley Economics with Finance Applications
Ian A. Ford Biological Sciences
Alexis Leigh Gambino Mathematics
Graciela Carmen Garcia Mathematics
Jessica Rae Garza Geology
Mackenzie Brianne Gray Biological Sciences
Nancy Elizabeth Greenleaf Anthropology
John Peter Gruber Economics with Finance Applications
Xiang Gu Economics with Finance Applications
William David Guerriero Economics with Finance Applications
Jonathan David Gulick  Economics with Finance Applications
Daniel Alexander Gum  Physics
Caitlin Elizabeth Gutschenritter  Mathematics
Andrew Garrett Halverstadt  Mathematics
Ammar Hameed  Economics with Finance Applications
William Mason Hammond  Biological Sciences
Nicole Michelle Hartman  Mathematics; Physics
Christian David Harvey  Economics with Finance Applications
Catherine Elizabeth Hazen  Biological Sciences
Timothy Jakob Hettinger  Economics with Finance Applications
Bethany Ann Hicks  Anthropology
Haley Morgan High  Mathematics; Sociology
Mark Andrew Honrales  Biochemistry
Gretchen Ann Hook  Chemistry; Mathematics
Jordan Anthony Huelse  Economics with Finance Applications
Jacob G. Hurwitz  Economics with Finance Applications
Louis Michael Jacobs, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Matthew Blake Jarvis  Economics with Finance Applications
XinXue Jiang  Mathematics
Edward Taylor Johnson  Geology
Jeffrey Brandon Johnson  Economics with Finance Applications
Ashley Nicole Jones  Biological Sciences
Michael Glenn Kafoglis  Economics with Finance Applications
Armaan Singh Kang  Biological Sciences
Cameron Hamilton Kenny  Economics with Finance Applications
Eugene Sungwon Kim  Biochemistry
Joshua Maxwell King  Economics with Finance Applications
Regan Lee Klein  Mathematics
Christopher Henry Knox  Economics with Finance Applications
Brittany Nicole Kolb  Mathematics
Cameron Douglas Kurth  Mathematics
Kristopher Brandon-Paul La Tour  Health and Society
Bryce Calvin Latray  Economics with Finance Applications
Wenxin Li  Economics with Finance Applications
David Christopher Lown II  Economics with Finance Applications
Yuan Ma  Economics with Finance Applications
Micaela Alicia Solano Maldonado  Economics with Finance Applications
William Dean Maners  Economics with Finance Applications
Collette Ann Marchesseault  Biological Sciences; Mathematics
Lauren Nicole Marmolejo  Economics
Jose Pablo Martin Ruenes  Economics with Finance Applications
Austin Michael McGinnis  Mathematics
Gideon Getahun Metaferia  Statistical Science
Cole Andrew Michalek  Economics with Finance Applications
Ashleigh Michelle Miller  Physics
Elizabethe M. Miller  Health and Society
Jayce M. Miller  Mathematics
Elisabeth Carmel Molloy  Economics with Finance Applications
Cormick Monahan Moloney  Mathematics
Kelsey Barlow Montgomery  Biological Sciences
John M. Moore  Economics with Finance Applications
Adam C. Mueller  Economics with Finance Applications
Grant E. Murray  Mathematics
Kyle Douglas Murray  Economics with Finance Applications
Sara E. Myers  Economics with Finance Applications
John McNally Neaylon  Economics with Finance Applications
Frank Kennedy Neill IV  Economics with Finance Applications
Bradley James Neunuebel  Economics with Finance Applications
Anna Christine Norkett  Economics with Finance Applications
Gillian Noelle Null  Economics with Finance Applications
Meredith Jordan Oshrain  Economics
Tate Patricia Overend  Mathematics
Madeline Marcella Parker  Mathematics
Ashley Marie Parks  Mathematics
Vanisha Anil Patel  Economics with Finance Applications
Navaraj Paudel  Mathematics
Daniel Jerome Peck  Mathematics
Evan Raul Porras  Economics with Finance Applications
Divya Dilip Pranav  Health and Society
Connor M. Purcell  Economics with Finance Applications
Chao Qin  Economics with Finance Applications
Bradley R. Quillen  Economics with Finance Applications
Geng Ren  Economics with Finance Applications
Reagan Alexis Rexford  Biological Sciences
Theodore Samuel Richardson  Economics with Finance Applications
Santiago Richardson Martinez  Economics with Finance Applications
Elizabeth Ramsay Ricketts  Mathematics
Annika Marie Rieger  Sociology
Morgan R. Rund  Health and Society
Tyrell Jacquil Russell  Biological Sciences
Ashley Anne Salazar  Mathematics
Ahmad Saleh Saleh  Mathematics
Rajab M. Samarqandi  Economics with Finance Applications
Natalie Marie-Rose Schauwecker  Biological Sciences
Nicolas Hans Schipper  Economics with Finance Applications
John Charles Schweitzer  Economics with Finance Applications
Blake A. Seeker  Health and Society
Stephanie Nicole Shanks  Health and Society
Ankit Sharma  Biochemistry
Tina Kumar Sharma  Biological Sciences
Meaghan E. Shaw  Environmental Sciences
Dana Kristine Sherman  Health and Society
Sarah Arfeen Siddiqui  Biochemistry
Rafael Sierra  Physics
Karoline Egeland Skatteboe  Mathematics
Kaycee Bryanna Smith  Biological Sciences; Health and Society
Eloise Yvonne Smithard  Economics
Tristan Anthony Smyth  Chemistry
Riley K. Spencer  Biological Sciences
David Brandon Stoll  Economics with Finance Applications
Boxiong Sun  Economics with Finance Applications
Shannon Kimberly Swisher  Biological Sciences
Ziyi Tang  Mathematics
Katie Taylor Thompson  Biological Sciences
Nicole Van Anh Tran  Biological Sciences
Vivian Mai Trinh  Mathematics
Luke Thomas Twombly  Economics with Finance Applications
Nathan Edmund Utkov  Mathematics
Bryan G. Vecera  Economics with Finance Applications
Charles Anthony Viviano II  Mathematics
Michelle Elizabeth Vogler  Economics with Finance Applications
Kyle Richard Walsh  Biological Sciences
Richard G. Walz  Mathematics
Wenyun Wang  Mathematics
Elizabeth Kay Warsop  Biological Sciences
Averi Elizabeth White  Biological Sciences
Allison Elizabeth Whittlesey  Health and Society
Joshua David Wills  Mathematics
Erica Leigh Wilson  Economics with Finance Applications
Benjamin John Alexander Wise  Mathematics; Physics
Andrew John Wright  Economics with Finance Applications
Molly Christine Lee Wyatt  Sociology
Baichuan Xie  Statistical Science
Jiayuan Xu  Economics with Finance Applications
Gloria Jung Yi  Biological Sciences
Golnoush Zakeri  Biological Sciences
Story Caroline Zanetti  Mathematics
Paige Marie Zellner  Mathematics
Jiaxin Zhang  Mathematics; Physics
Lisha Zhu  Economics with Finance Applications
IN MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Alexandra Rose Adrian  
Art History

Adrian Enrique Aguirre  
Film and Media Arts

Lauren Davis Allday  
Art History

D'Marquis Earl Allen  
Creative Computing

Katelyn S. Allen  
Advertising

Pamela CarleeAnn Allen  
Journalism

Ashley Adelynne Almquist  
Journalism

Shabnam Sohaima Amini  
Journalism

Matthew James Anderson  
Music

Brittany Nicole Angiuli  
Advertising; 
Communication Studies

Cody Alexander Beavers-Curtis  
Journalism

Allison Josephine Beck  
Music

Fallon A. Bock  
Fashion Media

Ashly Elizabeth Brown  
Communication Studies

Callin Cecelia Bula  
Advertising

Andrew Dean Burgess  
Advertising

Paul Michael Buxbaum, Jr.  
Advertising

Trevor N. Cadigan  
Journalism

Nicole M. Chavanelle  
Journalism

Nathan Joe Childress  
Creative Computing; 
Music

Seo Hyun Cho  
Film and Media Arts

Mackenzie Anne Cimala  
Advertising; Art

Laura Tyler Coffin  
Public Relations and Strategic Communication

Amy Elizabeth Corser  
Communication Studies; 
Public Relations and Strategic Communication

Christina Leanne Cox  
Journalism

Margaret Leigh Cummings  
Film and Media Arts

Nicole Lynn Dabney  
Journalism

Tien Thao Dang  
Advertising

*Stephanie Nicole Davis  
Art History

Isabella Marie DeSantis  
Advertising

Caroline Delgado  
Film and Media Arts

Danielle Nicole Deraleau  
Journalism

Talia Rae Devuono  
Communication Studies

Chloe Beth Dinsdale  
Fashion Media

Heather Coulton Doan  
Communication Studies

Alexandra Frances Douglass  
Public Relations 
and Strategic Communication

Amelia Patterson Dracup  
Advertising

Hannah Mildred Dreyer  
Communication Studies; Journalism

Alexander Frank Dwyer  
Music

Ashley Christine Eschert  
Advertising

Stephanie Elissa Everett  
Music

Emily Elizabeth Faerber  
Fashion Media; 
Journalism

Zoë Chanel Filutowski  
Advertising

Hannah Marie Finkbohner  
Art

Campbell McCall Flemmons  
Fashion Media; Journalism

Caroline A. Fletcher  
Advertising

Lindsay M. Forrister  
Advertising; Music

Justin Andrew Gibson  
Advertising

Laura Elizabeth Gideon  
Advertising

Alison Marie Glander  
Journalism

Leslie Smith Gleiser  
Journalism

Bridget Elise Graf  
Journalism

Nancy Elizabeth Greenleaf  
Art

Theresa Sullivan Griesedieck  
Journalism

Sydney Kimiko Teranishi Hafen  
Public Relations and Strategic Communication

Su Hyun Han  
Advertising

Karly Diane Hanson  
Journalism

Danielle Christine Harris  
Communication Studies

Emily Rose Heft  
Journalism

Chandler Renae Helms  
Fashion Media

Daniela Therese Hernandez  
Advertising; Fashion Media

Estelle Naomi Kirst Hernandez  
Art History

Roberto Hernandez  
Creative Computing

Inigo Jose Hernandez-Ysasi  
Advertising

Madeleine Carras Herskind  
Advertising

Dominick Hidalgo  
Advertising

Sarah Nelene Hiepler  
Art History

Elizabeth Davis Holbrook  
Communication Studies

Mitchell Alyn Holevas  
Advertising

* Additional major for previously earned degree
Emily E. Hooper Communication Studies
David Aaron House Film and Media Arts
Kayla Marie Hudgins Advertising; Film and Media Arts
Ariana Nicole Hudson Communication Studies
Daniela Helena Huebner Journalism
Emma Pearl Hutchinson Advertising
Harley Elizabeth Jones Music
Kara H. Jones Communication Studies
Madeleine Kalb Fashion Media
Morgan Anne Kauffman Communication Studies; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Claire Aleise Kelley Journalism
Lauren Catherine Kennedy Advertising
Taylor Jonathan Lamb Film and Media Arts
Robyn Ann Langley Fashion Media
Halle Jane Levitt Fashion Media; Journalism; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Madeline Lee Lippe Communication Studies; Journalism
Charline Liu Music
Taylor Pearl Lockett Communication Studies
Marissa Elizabeth Lopez Advertising
Savannah Katlyn Louie Journalism; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Ashley Serena Love Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Cameron Davis Luttrell Journalism
Shannon Nicole Lynch Journalism; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Genevieve Kathleen Maher Communication Studies
Katherine Rose Maiers Advertising
Sydney Marie Maners Advertising
Olivia Emily Marcus Journalism
Sullivan Avery Martz Communication Studies; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Mallory Marie Massa Advertising; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Bryrne Katherine McCarthy Communication Studies
Hallie Elizabeth Medders Advertising
Madison Elisabeth Meyer Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Jacqueline Elizabeth Miller Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Rosemary Clare Miller Fashion Media
Amanda Grace Milliot Music
Andrea Miranda Advertising
Cassandra Danielle Mlynarek Fashion Media; Journalism
Alexandra Briana Monroe Advertising; Art
Briana Elise Monsalve Communication Studies
Brooke Ellen Moore Fashion Media; Journalism
Georgia Carnes Murphy Communication Studies
Benjamin Lee Nabors Music
Bryce Nayden Communication Studies
Sydney Jean Newnham Advertising
Sarah Tuong-Vi Ngo Advertising
Molly Carter O’Connor Communication Studies
Brooke Elizabeth O’Harc Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Samantha Patricia Lee Oliva Fashion Media
Diana Isabel Oteiza Diaz Advertising
Victoria Jean Pantanella Creative Computing
Jonnie Jo Parmer Advertising
Devyn Nicole Pels Advertising
Gregory Scott Peterson Advertising
Linnea Eden Petroff Advertising
Meredith Rae Pipkin Advertising
Cierra Grace Pledger Music
Emily Ann Provost Communication Studies
Casey Rose Quinn Communication Studies
Schaefer Leigh Raposa Advertising
Jonathan Edward Reistad Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Lindsay Nicole Ricker Communication Studies; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Robert McLeod Woods Robertson Film and Media Arts
Marisa Iliana Rodriguez Fashion Media; Journalism
Chelsea Catherine Roth Advertising
Chloe Marie Rothstein Communication Studies
Kali Louisa Ruppert Creative Computing
Jayson James Salomon Film and Media Arts
Matthew Alan Sanders Journalism
Ashley Magdalena Saquic Art
Natalie Marie Scott Advertising
Trevor Anthony Scott Communication Studies
Michelle Bernadette Sensale Advertising
Sara Shaffer  Art History
Gregory Ferris Shaheen  Film and Media Arts
Dana Kristine Sherman  Art
Kathryn Elizabeth Smith  Advertising
Rachel Elizabeth Smith  Advertising; Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Shenley Megan Smith  Communication Studies
Austin Ray Smotherman  Advertising
Laurie Mae Snyder  Communication Studies
Taylor Spring Stebbins  Advertising
Jacqueline Ann Stoner  Communication Studies
Katherine Ann Strube  Advertising
Lara Catherine Suess  Advertising
Laura Elizabeth Sullivan  Communication Studies
Rebekah Marguerite Tate  Journalism
Aldyn Reed Taylor  Art
Victoria Elizabeth Taylor  Advertising
Trevor Marie Thrall  Film and Media Arts
William Essex Varnado Tobias  Advertising
Dylan Joseph Twaddle  Music

Madison Vessels  Communication Studies
Connor Thomas Volz  Music
Kyle Andrew Waldrep  Communication Studies
Page Ryan Walker  Advertising; Fashion Media
Emily Thompson Ward  Fashion Media; Journalism
Tania Lee Ware  Communication Studies
William Christopher Warley  Journalism
Christian Bridger Warlick  Communication Studies
James Christopher Watts  Advertising
Kaitlin Denay Wetz  Advertising
Blake Katharine Wetzel  Communication Studies
Janet LaRonda White  Film and Media Arts
Hannah Marie Williams  Advertising
Hannah Kristen Wittmer  Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Julia Ruth Worland  Film and Media Arts
Jennifer Michelle Zott  Communication Studies
Miranda Lynn Zsigmond  Fashion Media

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts

Adrian Enrique Aguirre  Dance Performance
Emily Ann Bernet  Dance Performance
Audrey Carol Billups  Film and Media Arts
Ryan Gregory Blitzer  Film and Media Arts
Madeleine Derbonne Boudreaux  Theatre
Kamen David Casey  Theatre
Samantha Sherilyn Chiesa  Dance Performance
Joshua James Coleman  Dance Performance
George Riley Colligan  Theatre
Sasha Maya Ada Davis  Theatre
Alexander Peter Druzbanski  Dance Performance
Laura Contole Dupper  Theatre
Hope Noel Endrenyi  Dance Performance
Alejandra Flores  Theatre
Walker Reid Frye  Dance Performance
Alison Marie Glander  Dance Performance
Parker D. Gray  Theatre
Dylan Gabriel Guerra  Theatre

Hannah Jean T. Hess  Dance Performance
Ashton Nichole Leonard  Dance Performance
Elainy R. Lopez  Art
Raul Machorro  Dance Performance
Nicholas Michael Miller  Theatre
Cameron Elliot Mills  Theatre
Rebecca Grace Moore  Dance Performance
Summer Rayann Myatt  Dance Performance
Seth Alexander Nelson  Theatre
Emily Elizabeth Reiff  Dance Performance
Rebecca Jorgensen Rothstein  Theatre
Dagny Jazz Sanson  Theatre
Emma Elizabeth Schultz  Dance Performance
Holly Ann Settoon  Theatre
Gabriela Nicole Stilwell  Dance Performance
Matthew James Talton  Theatre
Kolby James Tuck  Theatre
Dylan Micheal Wignall  Art
Degree of Bachelor of Music

Luke Daniel Baker  French Horn Performance  
Brandon Mark Carson  Music Composition  
Shannon Kathleen Conboy  Music Education; Voice Performance  
Eleanor Suzuho Dunbar  Violin Performance  
Chris Connor Hadley  Percussion Performance  
Bethany Delle Ham  Oboe Performance  
Kyle James Hartman  Music Composition  
Moretta Deshundra Irchirl  Voice Performance  
Maya Alexis Jones  Music Education; Voice Performance  
Jennic Christine Lee  Voice Performance  
Scott Matthew Leger  French Horn Performance; Music Education  
Marshall David McClure  Oboe Performance  
Trevor Brett Meagher  Trombone Performance  
Benjamin Henry Munson  Guitar Performance  
Obinna Jeffrey Okechukwu  Music Education  
Christopher William Pawlowski  Bassoon Performance  
Melissa Renee Priller  Violin Performance  
Jay Colin Reed  Music Composition  
Ryan Anthony Reyna  Music Education  
Ashley Anne Salazar  French Horn Performance  
Zachary Jossien Sherburn  Music Education  
Samarth Srinivasan  Music Composition  
Tomlin Su  Violin Performance  
Dennis J. Wees  Voice Performance  
William Bryce Whitling  Music Education  
Michael Anthony Woodard  French Horn Performance

In Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration

Christopher Charles Alfano  Finance  
William Anders Ammons  Real Estate Finance  
Katherine Jane Anderson  Accounting  
Lise Marie Anderson  Accounting  
Kaplan James Andrew  Finance  
Taylor Lynne Angarella  Marketing  
Alicia Christine Arnold  Marketing  
Hannah Marie Avery  Marketing  
Garrett David Bailey  Accounting  
Meagan Victoria Bak  Marketing  
Samuel Chase Baker  Finance  
Thomas Sutherland Banks  Finance  
Trenton Wilder Barnes  Accounting  
Blake Ashton Barnett  Finance  
Jason Hunt Barnett  Finance  
John Holloway Beckner  Finance  
Austin Jon Bedingfield  Finance  
Kimberly Kristen Beers  Finance  
Katherine Bentfield  Marketing  
Michelle Catherine Benz  Accounting  
Neal Kumar Bhachawat  General Business  
Emma Marie Blackwood  Management  
Samuel Ballard Blake  Real Estate Finance  
Sarah Kate Blettner  Finance  
Monica Maria Bolanos  Finance  
Matthew John Borchelt  Accounting  
Christina Frances Bosch  Marketing  
Andrew John Bradway  Finance  
Kaitlin Amber Brashear  Finance  
Kristen Anne Briggs  Accounting  
Natalie Marion Brock  Marketing  
Austin Richardson Brown  Accounting  
Collin Matthew Brown  Finance  
Dana Bennett Brown  Marketing  
Margaret Magee Brown  Real Estate Finance  
Austin Hartman Buhler  Finance  
Paige Jacqueline Calentino  Management  
Andrew Hubbard Campbell  Finance  
Floricel Castaneda  Accounting  
Neil Alan Cato, Jr.  Finance  
Connor Mitchell Chamberlain  Marketing  
Cole Donovan Chandler  Accounting  
Boya Chu  Finance  
William Stephen Chubb  Real Estate Finance  
Lindsey Hannah Cianciotta  Management  
Carson Paul Clifton  Accounting  
Denis Regis Sweeney Clohsy, Jr.  Finance  
Kellie Elizabeth Conant  Marketing  
Alannah Leigh Connealy  Finance  
Jacob Alexander Conway  Finance
In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Nicholas Austin Gangloff Computer Science

Nigel Ellis Gilbert Computer Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science

Laura Michelle Adametz Management Science
Max Albert Agadoni Management Science
Almuanad Fahad A. Alatar Management Science
Charlie Austin Albright Computer Science
Kira Felice Becker Management Science
Carlos Alfredo Bogaert-Morales Management Science
Jayson Christian Briggs Management Science
Kristen Taylor Cichocki Management Science
Hector Curi Azuara Computer Science
Dylan Christopher Fansler Computer Science
Michael Christopher Fischer Management Science
Victoria Lee Fitzgerald Management Science
Alexander D. Fox Management Science
Raz Friman Computer Science
Nicole Ashley Gatmaitan Computer Science
Nicole Eva Gawor Management Science
Samuel Thomas Gibson Management Science
Amy Katarina Golem Management Science
Connor Pratt Gracie Management Science
Brandon Marc Guerra Computer Science
Bradley Robert Haaland Management Science
Chase M. Harker Management Science
Tahsin Tarannum Hasan Management Science
Alejandro Adrian Hernandez Computer Science
Daphne K. Hwong Computer Science
Tatum Marie Johnson Management Science
Jordan Leigh Kayse Computer Science
Cameron Austin Keith Computer Science
Madison Caroline Klimczak Management Science

Justin M. Konersmann Computer Science
Theresa Sorah Lee Management Science
Patrick Leopard II Computer Science
Raymond Christopher Martin, Jr. Computer Science
Jay Thomas Miller Management Science
Cormick Monahan Moloney Management Science
Grant E. Murray Management Science
Tate Patricia Overend Management Science
Michael J. Pittman Management Science
John Kenneth Politz, Jr. Computer Science
Daniel G. Rizzuto, Jr. Computer Science
Johna Kellee Rutz Computer Science
Nariana D. Sands Computer Science
Hibah Shafi Management Science
Karoline Egeland Skatteboe Management Science
Ryan Stephen Sligh Computer Science
William D. Spurgin Computer Science
Joeph George St. Angelo Computer Science
Nathan Edmund Utkov Management Science
Sarah H. Venable Management Science
Rebecca Susie Ward Computer Science
Austin Colquitt Wells Computer Science
Colin Lee Wilkie Management Science
John Collin Wilson Computer Science
Jessica Yeh Computer Science
Xiangqiang Yuan Management Science
Story Caroline Zanetti Computer Science
Paige Marie Zellner Management Science

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering

Peter William Addy
William Dayton Bohls
Isaiah Daniel Castillo
Elizabeth Patricia Cromie
Julia Catherine Dang
Maria Andrea Delgado Maza
Peter Allan Donegan

Connor Alexander Johnson
Liwei Ke
Bryan Pham
Jake Walden Richard
Rachel Jessica Turner
Juan Pablo Villarreal Tricio
Alexandra Nicole Yauch
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering

Andrew F. Buck
Khalid Mohammed Fallatah
Collin Joseph Hall
Vipul Kohli

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering

Odain Adnan Abdelqader
Brendan Anthony Celii
Christina Marie Chase
Richard Kramer Haile Cook
Omar Alejandro Dominguez
Graciela Carmen Garcia
Nastasha S. Gerlt
Regan Lee Klein
Jeffrey James Limbocker
Austin Michael McGinnis
James Parker Meinecke
Timothy Michael Paluck
Andrew Ray Snodgrass
Anderson Yu Sheng To
Vivian Mai Trinh
Charles Anthony Viviano II

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering

Ashley Marie Jeanne Brondeel
Sean Austin Grady
Paul G. Lujan
Nohemi Mora
Kori Arianna Mullen
Neha Inaganti Rao
Katie Alyson Stowers

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering

Nathan John Alaniz
Andre Doran Bouillion
Cameron D. Buller
Maria Carolina Candido
Adam Britton Cox
Joshua Ari Dimayuga
Ryan S. Dudrow
Ricardo Duran
Duncan Newton Fischer II
Gemma Caitlin Fisher
Mariah G. Fox
Nicholas Lorenzo Guiscardo
Daniel Alexander Gum
Stefanie Loree Henger
Katheryn Marie Herman
Eric Hoang
Colleen Jean Kennedy
Katherine Nicole Kennedy
Daechee Kim
Nathaniel J. Lammons
Elise C. Lebiga
Santiago Martinez
Clay Michael Miller
Alexander Shelby-Tyler Mills
Hayley Nicole Moore
Justin Eunsuk Pack
Ashley Marie Parks
Navaraj Paudel
Joseph N. Reeves
Elizabeth Ramsay Ricketts
Ana Paola Rios Martinez
Ahmad Saleh Saleh
Victoria Devon Serra
Tyler R. Shulman
Brandon Patrick Steele
Richard G. Walz
Connor Justin Watson
Joshua David Wills
Benjamin John Alexander Wise
Sarah Elise Wood
IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

La’Keisha D. Adams, Educational Studies
Holly Alexandra Archer
Trenton Wilder Barnes
Christian Lambert Bender
Abbey Elizabeth Bybel
Daniel Chaparro
Samantha Sherilyn Chiesa
Sydney Alyse Clarke
William Champlin Cohn
Adam Cuseck Connolly
Andrew F. Dunlevy
Brooke Ashley Fothergill, Educational Studies
Allison Leigh Garcia
Arthur Edwin Gordon IV
Austin Lee Green
Schuyler Everett Grey IV
Layla Evette Gulley
Jenny Elisabeth Haglund
Nathan Ray Vane Halverson
Noelle Christine Hunter
Diana Thanh Huynh
Andrew Ivan Ivankovich
Madeline Renee Jaber
Matthew Blake Jarvis
Claire Mabry Johnson
Paulena Paige Johnson
Ian Zachary Johnston-Schmidt
Stephanie Chigozirim Kalu
Sara Kamal, Educational Studies
Jennifer Bailey Katlein, Applied Physiology and
Sport Management; Educational Studies
Kendall C. Kettle
Travis Jackson Kleinert
Sarah Elizabeth Levin
Prescott John Line
Mary Alissa Lonsberry
Marshall James McCann
Michael Dotson McKinnon
Katherine Anne Meier, Educational Studies
Matthew P. Mentesesana
Nicholas Ian Mintz
Morgan Nicole Monferdini
David Lewis Moore II
Nicolas Scott Moore
Elic Nabushosi
William Edward Nollmann
Miles Chandler Nowak
Bradford Henry Olson
Russell Gerard Palmer
Abigail Jordyn Persky
William Richard Petit
Meredith Rae Pipkin
Sarah N. Rahimi, Educational Studies
Christian Andrew Ramirez
Hansel Reyes
Jasmine M. Richardson
Jessica Marie Romero
Holly Nichelle Ross
Erin Theresa Roughneen
Brian Philpott Schoolzel
Kodie Lynn Scoelzels
Lauren Ann Shroyer
Austin Joe Slenders
Amanda Lee Smith
Oliver Francis Sybert
Ciera Ann Tabb
Jordan Wayne Tolbert
Emily Suzanne Towler, Educational Studies
Claire Elise Trotter
Veronica Leigh Virgin
Thomas Nathanael White, Educational Studies
Gabrielle A. Wilkins
Jonathan Yenga

The May portion of the program contains names of candidates for degrees and honors. Inclusion in the
program does not constitute evidence of completion of degrees and honors requirements.
August 2016

Candidates Participating in May

In Meadows School of the Arts

Degree of Master of Arts

Julie Lianne Thompson  Art History

Degree of Master of Music

Raul Alfredo Escalona  Voice Performance
Ryan Christopher Reeson  Instrumental Conducting

Daniel Travis Salisbury  Piano Performance & Pedagogy
Andrew James Willis  Clarinet Performance; Instrumental Conducting

In Edwin L. Cox School of Business

Degree of Master of Business Administration

Joseph Michael Alcantar  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
José Javier Alvaro Achutegui  Finance
Okechukwu Desmond Amadi  General Business
Christopher Peter Anton  Finance
Evan Hampton Balch  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Zachariah Joseph Basich  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jason Bickerstaff  Information and Operations
Daniel Josiah Bills  Finance
Brian O’Dell Blevins  Business Analytics
Scott Eugene Casey  Marketing; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Stephen James Doyle  Finance
Shahid Ejaz  Marketing
Francisco Javier Fernandez  Finance
Jeremy Eugene Fonteneaux  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kevin W. Franckowiak  Finance
James Gunnar Gingery  Real Estate; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Patrick Anthony Guill  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Jared R. Hinton  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Pricilla Hoscin  Business Analytics; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Zachary J. Howard  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Kathrin Ann Jackson  Marketing
Chaitanya Jasti  Business Analytics
Dane Anthony Karras  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Travis Lee Kemp  Finance
Nicole Amaryllis Kennedy  General Business
Matthew Edward Lambert II  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Thomas John Lavelle  Finance
Kyle Harper Martin  Finance
Bradley Louis McAnally  Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Joseph Gary Moore, Jr.  Finance; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Devin Patrick Ord  Finance
David N. Pate  Finance
Olivia Peloubet  Marketing
Adam Houston Plake  Finance
Christopher Bruce Reiman  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Gyimil Kwasi Rutherford  Finance
William Harold Skelton III  Finance
Robert Wilson Smith  General Business
Samuel C. Tozour  Strategy & Entrepreneurship
Rosemary Alicia Waldrip  Management; Strategy & Entrepreneurship
IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Kaylynne Renae Beck Sustainability and Development

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Abdullah Mohammed Alqahtani Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Mary Guadalupe Campbell Manufacturing Systems Management
Yilin Fang Software Engineering
Ana Lucia Franco Systems Engineering

Alexander Royal Stonewall Jackson Goodrum Manufacturing Systems Management
Joseph Tendai Kasonde Operations Research
Jerry Smithwick, Jr. Manufacturing Systems Management

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Mark Daniel Rocha
Elson Wang

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING

Daniel Jay Shnider

IN ANNETTE CALDWELL SIMMONS SCHOOL OF EDUCATION AND HUMAN DEVELOPMENT

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN DISPUTE RESOLUTION

Courtney Boyle
Alexandra Marie Perez
Anna Tshekeche

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION

Maria Lorena Andrade
Brenda Garcia Rios
Cynthia Teresa Baeza
Marisa Laura Gonzalez
Anthony Bryan Castro
Martin Hernandez
Dorsa Ivana Fahami
Suly Hilario
Janeth Patricia Falck
Claire Elizabeth Price
Olga Elena Fernandez-Pereyra
Maria D. Vasquez
Colton Stiles Foster

DEGREE OF MASTER OF EDUCATION

Sarah Ybarra Alejandro
Jeremy Michel Clifford
Terri N. Alford
Taylor M. Corrigan
Rebecca Browne Barrett Educational Leadership
Vanessa Cruz
Catie Marion Bennett Educational Leadership
Laila Irene Davari-Gil Educational Leadership
Kristen Biedermann
Rebecca Carmen Debusk Educational Leadership
Jamie Douglas Cameron Educational Leadership
Nehemiah Dorce
Ekta Tushar Doshi
Timothy J. E. Doyle  Educational Leadership
Jennylind Morris Doyle  Educational Leadership
Kathleen Dixon Earl  Educational Leadership
Sarah Elsharif  Educational Leadership
Briantia K. Evans
Claire Frances Elizabeth Fransen
Gerardo Fuentes  Educational Leadership
Kristina Marie Hargreaves  Special Education
Katie Lou Harrier  Educational Leadership
Ty Jeffrey Hathorn  Educational Leadership
Katherine Elise Hayden  Educational Leadership
Kenneth William Infante  Educational Leadership
Rosheeka Attiba Johnson  Educational Leadership
Jade Sydney Alexis Kendle  Educational Leadership
Yvette D. Mariscal
Anthony Lee Mason  Educational Leadership
Craig Steven McMillen
Ishmael Mendez  Educational Leadership
Donald Richard Moorman  Educational Leadership
Brandon Dominique Neely
Margaret Osei  Educational Leadership
Spencer Martin Peters
Lisa Miriam Raizes
Jennifer Lynn Rose Runge  Education; Special Education
Jenna Sears Shanley
Tahsina Tajnin Siddiqui  Educational Leadership
Sabrina April Sifuentes
Rachel Erin Singer  Educational Leadership
Ashley C. Steele  Educational Leadership
Juan D. Torralba
Elizabeth Milagro Villalta
Shartajeye Y. Wright

Degree of Master of Liberal Studies

Maria Victoria Acero-Castillo  Global Studies; Human Rights and Social Justice
Susan Marie Center  Humanities
Caroline Kendall Doswell
Jessica Ellis  Creative Writing
Marguerite Florence Evans  Humanities
Sharron Lynne Hunt  The Arts and Cultural Traditions
Terra Moneke Johnson  Organizational Dynamics
Thomas Patrick Kromis  Communication, Media, and Technology
Ana Maria Matallana  Humanities
Shelly Silver Mendoza  Humanities
Logan H. Miller  Humanities
Leon A. Monzon  Global Studies
Vanna Chan Ngo  Human Rights and Social Justice
Jack Gordon Osamba  Global Studies; Human Rights and Social Justice
Kristy Offenburger  The Arts and Cultural Traditions
Sandra Dahloe Ostad  Human Rights and Social Justice
Thomas Ray Perryman  Human Rights and Social Justice

Degree of Master of Science in Counseling

Laura Ashley Nunez
Shazale Mercedes Ramsey
Mary Rebecka Younis

Degree of Master of Science in Sport Management

Hanna J. Axene
Breanna L. Busse
Anna Victoria Cheesbrough
Erin Elizabeth Cornell
Megan Alexandra Cornell
Michelle Margaret Gaye
Greer Louise Hindle
Kacie Michelle Kamp
Richard Andrew Garrett Krstich
Jason Lee Marple
Joeseph Edward McAteer
Nathan Ryan McCright
Kelechi Nnanna Nlemchi
Nicholas Zitaglio
In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Edward Alexander Allegra  Biological Sciences; Economics
Artsiom Baradach  Economics
Charles Henderson Butterworth  History
Claire Simmons Dawson  Psychology
Kijauna T. Edwards  Psychology
Mauricio Garza Gonzalez  Markets and Culture
Adesuwa Esohe Guobadia  Psychology
Eastman G. Holloway  Psychology
Meredith Glyn Hosek  Chemistry
Eastin Andrew Johnson  Economics; Philosophy
Ann Katherine Kelly  French
Jackson P. Koonce  Political Science
Duc N. Lam  Psychology
Jessica N. Martinez  Spanish
Israel Massachi  Biological Sciences
Charles Andres Molho  Philosophy
Michael James Muldowney  Political Science
Megna Murali  Environmental Studies
Janine Alicia Ng  Markets & Culture
Jonathan Patino  Political Science
Shujie Qiu  Economics; Markets and Culture
Erik Dean Ramos  Psychology
Salvador Jason Robles  Political Science
Gabriela Stephanie Salazar
Blake Thomas Shannon  Economics; History
Kathleen Marina Sinnott  English
Sara Danielle Smith  Markets and Culture
Ryan Anthony Stoker  Political Science
Christopher Ryan Turner  Markets and Culture
Khalid H. Walji, Sr.  Markets and Culture
Christopher William Wolpert  History
Xinrui Yuan  Economics

Degree of Bachelor of Science

William Martindale Barns  Mathematics
Erik Mainous Beresford  Resource Geology
Samuel Casco  Biological Sciences
Alexandra Marie Guildford  Biochemistry
Michael Edward Hampton, Jr.  Economics with Finance Applications
Meredith Glyn Hosek  Health and Society
Asad Hussain Jiwani  Economics with Finance Applications
Ann Katherine Kelly  Economics with Finance Applications
Ziwei Li  Economics with Finance Applications
Spencer Ray Mikles  Economics with Finance Applications
Bernardo Molina Gutierrez  Economics with Finance Applications
Gabriel S. Ortiz Olivares  Economics
Subhash Ramakrishnan  Biological Sciences
David Alexander Riggan  Economics with Finance Applications
Sebastian Alexi Senbahar  Economics with Finance Applications
Tiffany Christina Sudarma  Economics with Finance Applications
Margaret Exley Tollefsen  Mathematics
McKenna Wilbur  Economics with Finance Applications
Alan Nicholas Winkelman  Environmental Sciences

In Meadows School of the Arts

Degree of Bachelor of Arts

Jessica Diane Bryant  Journalism
Jamie Dennison Park Buchsbaum  Advertising
Eunjin Cho  Fashion Media; Journalism
Madeline Sara Foster  Public Relations and Strategic Communication
Caroline Ashley Fountain  Communication Studies
Natalia Susana Gonzalez Elias  Advertising
Julie Kristine Hight  Journalism
Lauren Rae Janicki  Art History
Conor Stephen Lane  Journalism  
Taylor E. J. Lewis  Advertising; Fashion Media  
Lana Makhzoumi  Fashion Media  
Monique Rose Malooly  Advertising  
Karlie Nicole Morris  Fashion Media  
Christopher Jason Parra  Film and Media Arts  

Charles Allan Phillips, Jr. Advertising  
Jackson Oliver Suski Advertising  
Harley D. Swick  Creative Computing  
Elizabeth Emery Williamson  Communication Studies  

Degree of Bachelor of Fine Arts  
Darian Terrence Fardghassemi  Film and Media Arts  
Ian Eric Hill  Theatre  
Isaac Gabriel Young  Theatre  

Degree of Bachelor of Music  
Margarette Christine Harper  Music Therapy  
Kali Rose Stewart  Music Composition  
Morgan Celeste Wood  Music Therapy  

In Edwin L. Cox School of Business  

Degree of Bachelor of Business Administration  
Mauri Ben-Shabat  Marketing  
Timothy Paul Bogott  Finance  
Andrea Grace Champlain  Accounting  
Landon Scott Cibulka  Accounting  
Thomas Brian Colket  Marketing  
Darian Terrence Fardghassemi  Accounting  
Stephen Reeves Favrot, Jr.  Finance  
Julian Charles Giglio  Financial Consulting  
Grant Chandler Harbour  Accounting  
Nicholas Joseph Lyos  Real Estate Finance  
Junyi Ma  Accounting  
Sayed M. Tasdith Rahman  Accounting  
Benjamin C. Riney  Marketing  
Jasleen Kaur Saini  Finance  
Michael Thomas Stafford  Finance  
Renita Devi Thapa  Accounting  
Nuhamin Mesfin Tollossa  Management  

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering  

Degree of Bachelor of Science  
William Martindale Barns  Management Science  
Oscar Theodore Schechter  Management Science  

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering  
Alejandro Coronado  
Meagan Genin Harkey  

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering  
Luke Canter Emigh  
Krystle S. Vela  

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Environmental Engineering  
Geneva Nicole Caponi  

63
Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Daniel Stephen Garcia  Marcus L. Hayes

In Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Degree of Bachelor of Science
Cayman Berry Carter  Mitchel M. Marshburn
Ariana Rose Dubelko  Chao Qin
Dalia Aly El-Hag  Madison Nicole Reisdorf
Blair B. Jackson  Farhan Sheikh Saleem
Alex Keeton  Jon B. Speck
Colin Christian Lagasse

August 2015

Recipients of Degrees Participating in May

In Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Zheng Wang Computational and Applied Mathematics
BS University Science & Technology of China
Dissertation: “Filtered Davidson-Type Methods for Large-Scale Eigen-Related Problems”
Adviser: Yunkai Zhou

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Degree of Doctor of Philosophy
Behrokh Mokhtarpour Systems Engineering
BS Mazandaran University of Science and Technology, Iran
MS K.N. Toosi University, Iran
Dissertation: “A Methodology for Selecting the Preferred System of Systems (SOS) during SOS Mission Planning and Acquisition”
Adviser: Jerrell T. Stracener
DECEMBER 2015

RECIPIENTS OF DEGREES PARTICIPATING IN MAY

IN DEDMAN COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND SCIENCES

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Jennifer Koshatka Seman History
BA University of North Texas
MA Southern Methodist University
Dissertation: “The Politics of Curanderismo: Santa Teresa Urrea, Don Pedrito Jaramillo, and Faith Healing in the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands at the Turn of the Twentieth Century”
Adviser: Neil Francis Foley

IN BOBBY B. LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

Pengfei Cui Electrical Engineering
B. Engr. MSEE Beijing Institute of Technology, China
Dissertation: “Exploiting Spectrum Agility in Wireless Links and Networks”
Adviser: Joseph D. Camp

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Sanaul Afm Huq Sustainability and Development

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Aswath Raj Bala Krishnan Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Ajinkya Dharmapurikar Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Varsha Reddy Gampala Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Karthik Inuganti Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Gregory Leist Software Engineering
Neha Nelluri Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Mehul Kumar Yogesh Patel Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Arun Raj Rajesh Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Chetan Ratilal Rampariya Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Sri Ranganath Seelam Telecommunications and Network Engineering
Chandra Sekhar Talluri Telecommunications and Network Engineering

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING

Jorge Luis Gallosa, Jr.
Degree of Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Selina Spurthy Thathapudi

Degree of Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Deepesh Neeladhar Bangera

Degree of Master of Science in Environmental Engineering
Chao Wang

Degree of Master of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Anil Koklu

In Bobby B. Lyle School of Engineering

Degree of Bachelor of Science in Mechanical Engineering
Kenneth Troy Knowles
Rahfin Faruk, *Truman Scholar 2014-2016; Rhodes and Marshall Scholar Finalist 2014*

Sara Kendrick, *Fulbright Grant to U.K. 2015-16; Marshall Scholar Finalist 2014*

Anna Norkett, *Truman Scholar Finalist 2015*

Hena Rafiq, *Truman Scholar Finalist 2015*

Fantine Giap, *Truman Scholar Finalist 2014*

Prithvi Rudrappa, *Truman Scholar Finalist 2014*

Nicole Hartman, *National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship 2016*

Whitney Goodwin, *National Science Foundation, Doctoral Dissertation Research Grant 2016*

Shay Cannedy, *National Science Foundation, Doctoral Dissertation Research Grant 2014*

Nicole Hartman, *National Science Foundation REU Undergraduate Research 2014; 2015*

E. Jewel Lipps, *Udall Environmental Scholar Honorable Mention 2014*

Sara Kendrick, *Whitaker International Biomedical Engineering Summer Award 2015*

Eric Alt, *Goldwater Scholar 2013-14*

Nicole Hartman, *Goldwater Scholar 2014-2016*

Joseph DiPace, *Goldwater Scholar 2016-2017*

Patricia Nance, *Goldwater Scholar 2016-2017*

Collette Marchesseault, *Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2015*

Dalton Kim, *Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2014*

Sara Kendrick, *Goldwater Scholar Honorable Mention 2014*

Erin Pinon, *Fulbright Grant to Armenia 2016-2017*

Hena Rafiq, *Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Kosovo 2016-2017*

Daniela Santana, *Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Spain 2016-2017*

Thomas Nathanael White, *Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Spain 2016-2017*

Kandi Doming, *Fulbright Grant to the Netherlands 2015-16*

Whitney Goodwin, *Fulbright Grant to Honduras 2015-16*

Sara Kendrick, *Fulbright Grant to the U.K. 2015-16*

Michaela Wallerstedt, *Fulbright Grant to Italy 2015-16*

Afshan Kamrudin, *Fulbright Grant to South Africa 2014-2015*

Corinne Matthews, *Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to Poland 2014-2015*

Han Na Kim, *Fulbright English Teaching Assistantship to South Korea 2013-2014*

Kerri Brown, *Fulbright-Hays Dissertation Research Grant*

Margaret M. Wells, *Fulbright U.K. Summer Institutes 2014*

E. Jewel Lipps, *EPA Graduate Research Opportunity Fellowship 2013-2015*

Dawn Crawford, *National Geographic Young Explorers Grant 2015*

Alexandra Day, *White House Summer Internship 2014*

Rahfin Faruk, *Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2014-2015*

Tracy Nelson, *Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2015-2016*

Ryan Cross, *Fellow to Center for the Study of the Presidency and Congress 2016-2017*


Sadie Donnelly, *Gilman Scholarship 2016 to Japan*

Syed Rizvi, *Gilman Scholarship 2016 to Oman*

Farecha Shabbir, *Gilman Scholarship 2016 to the United Kingdom*

Emely Villeda-Principe, *Gilman Scholarship 2016 to Japan*

Manuel Rangel, *Gilman Scholarship 2015 to Spain*

Vy Tuong Nguyen, *Gilman Scholarship 2014 to Russia*
Celia Garza, Gilman Scholarship 2014 to Costa Rica
Brett Fox, U.S. Teaching Assistantship to Austria 2015-2016
Eva Pollitt, French Government Teaching Assistantship 2015-2016
Mary M. Webber, French Government Teaching Assistantship 2014-2015
Olivia Cassidy, Japan Exchange Teaching Program 2014-15
Allison Leopold, Alpha Chi national Nolle Scholarship 2014-2015
Roza Essaw, Rotary International Global Grant, 2013-14
Danh Nguyen, Deutsche Akademischer Austauschdienst summer research fellowship 2015
Joshua Mauldin, Deutsche Akademischer Austauschdienst grant 2014
Micah Thornton, Tau Beta Pi national scholarship
Courtney Folliott, PEO Scholar Award 2015
Megan Hinrichsen, PEO Scholar Award 2013-2014

SMU Engaged Learning Projects: April 15, 2016

For more information, visit smu.edu/EngagedLearning.

Odai Abdelqader, Use of Arduino Boards in Animatronic Communications
Betty Acosta, Alliance Française de Dallas: An International Internship in Dallas
Emily Bernet, Shifting Images of Urban Dance: Collaborative and Personal
Ryan Blitzer, Pieces
Madeleine Boudreaux, Observing Mindfulness in Couple Discussions of Relationship Conflicts
Laura Buckley, Education and Inclusion of Immigrant Students: The Importance of Language in the Classroom
Cameron Buller, Fiddler: Consumer Relations and To-Market Strategy
Brendan Celii, Fiddler: Electrical Design and Implementation
Maggie Chen, The Link Between the North Korean People and the North American People
Tien Dang, Balinese Women’s Perceptions of the Objectification of Women in Advertising
Emily Dombrowski, An Egyptian Amulet in the SMU Bridwell Library Special Collections
Laura Dupper, Expose, Educate, Empower
Yogi Elphick, The Influence of Pheromones on the Longevity of the Fruit Fly
Rick Escobar, Synaptogyrin: A Novel Longevity Gene
Harmony Fan, Educate and Empower: Spreading the Dream of 25 Million North Koreans
Darian Fardghassemi, Las Locas Luchadoras
Duncan Fischer, Laser Profilometry Data Analysis
Dylan Guerra, Revelations 18:21
Daniel Gum, An Optical Search for Variable Stars Using ROTSE-I and ROTSE-III Telescopes
Miguel Gutierrez, Interventions for Latino/a Individuals with Psychosis
Su Hyun Han, An Ode to My Grandfather
Nicole Hartman, Development of New Methods to Identify Higgs Bosons Decaying to Bottom Quarks
Justin Hicks, Spanish Language Policies in the Land of Enchantment: A Sociolinguistic Assessment of Language Planning in the State of New Mexico
Jamie Hinz, The Development of Residential Commons at Southern Methodist University: An Autoethnographic Study
Mark Honrales, Exploring ATP Hydrolysis Chemical Mechanism: A Computational Analysis of Human P-Glycoprotein

Maya Jones, Lift Every Voice and Sing

Taylor Kainer, Validation and Application of a New Measure of Expressed Emotion

Daechi Kim, Design of a Ceiling-Recessed Cassette Cover

Elise Lebiga, Mechanical Structure of a Search and Rescue Drone

Patrick Leopard II, iGiddyUp: The Technological Solution for On-Campus Transportation

Paul Lujan, Disaster Relief Logistics in Nepal

Nicholas Lyos, Gentrification in Paris: A Comparative Analysis of Pantin and the 19eme Arrondissement

Carmen Maciel, The Implications of the Dublin System for Asylum Seekers

Collette Marchesseault, Heterologous Expression of Multidrug Resistance Proteins

Kaitlin McDonald, NorthPark50: Fifty Years of Fashion Campaign Analysis

Brian Monsalve, Methods for Minorities: Cross-Cultural Communication in a Global City

Kelsey Montgomery, Birds of a Feather Get Health Care Together: How Marketing and Peer Influence Affect Students’ Health Care Decisions

Nohemi Mora, City of Dallas Environmental Internship

Myra Noshahi, A ‘Bazaar’ Account: Analysis of Financial Accounting Risks and Controls in Dallas and Istanbul Retail Shops

Ashley Parks, 3D Printable Vortex Whistle to Diagnose Asthma

Hena Rafiq, Breaking the Cycle of Incarceration

Sarah Rahimi, Crossing Borders to Changing Identities: African-born Immigrants in Dallas

Reagan Rexford, Dental Care Lessons in Panama

Elizabeth Ricketts, Laser Profilometry Double Axis System

Annika Rieger, Students, Sustainability, and Schooling: Undergraduate Perspectives on Campus Initiatives

Becca Rothstein, Discover Berlin: An Art Student’s Guide to the City and Its Performance Art Scene

Ahmad Saleh, Facial Recognition for Animatronic Interaction

Nariana Sands, SMU English Literacy and Life Skills (ELLiS) Program and Organization

Dagny Sanson, Investigating Dialects of English

Oscar Schechter, Hilltop Motorsports

Victoria Serra, Programming and User Interface of a Fortune Telling Device

Dana Sherman, Opioid Overdose in Taos, New Mexico

Kelsey Smith, Rutherford B. Hayes: A Reasoned Change in Presidential Plans

Tristan Smyth, Synthesis of PGP Inhibitors for Treatment of Recurring Cancers

Keya Tollossa, Learn to Dream

Jennifer Torres, An Invisible Militarization: A Guatemalan Human Rights Struggle

Krystle Vela, Wafer Warpage Measurement: Circuitry and Power Supply

Ben Wise, Developing Hollow Optical WGM Resonators as E-Field Sensors for Use in Advanced Prosthetics

Sarah Elise Wood, Wheeled Baton Robot: Agility and Movement through Torque and Momentum Gearbox Machining
In 1911, a Methodist education commission made a commitment to establish a major Methodist university in Texas. More than 600 acres of open prairie and $300,000 pledged by a group of Dallas citizens secured the university for Dallas, and it was chartered as Southern Methodist University. In appreciation of the city’s support, the first building to be constructed on the campus was named Dallas Hall. It remains the centerpiece and symbol of SMU. When the University opened in 1915, it consisted of two buildings, 706 students, a 35-member faculty and total assets of $636,540. The original schools of SMU were the College of Arts and Sciences, the School of Theology and the School of Music.

Today SMU offers more than 118 undergraduate majors, master’s degrees in more than 130 areas, Ph.D. degrees in 34 fields and more than 49 certificate programs. Enrollment for the spring 2016 term was 11,260, including 6,157 undergraduate students and 5,103 graduate students. SMU students come from 50 states, the District of Columbia, the Virgin Islands and 97 countries. About 74 percent of first-year students received some form of financial assistance for spring 2016.

In addition to preparing students for graduate and professional schools, or more directly for their life’s work, the University strives to enhance their social, moral, intellectual and religious development so that they may lead worthy lives as individuals and citizens of the nation and of the world.
The academic procession and the regalia worn by the faculty and officers of the University symbolically represent the continuing link between the modern American university and the founding of the great medieval universities in Europe – chief among them Bologna, Paris and Oxford. As those institutions were derived from the Catholic Church, the universities adopted many of the ceremonial trappings of the church in their official public functions.

The caps and gowns worn in the procession also vary from place to place. There are variations in design to indicate the degrees held by the wearers, and many universities in America have introduced colorful gowns and other distinguishing details (in place of the customary clerical black from which all originated). The caps, too, vary according to the customs of the university from which the wearer received a degree. While most American universities adopted the “mortarboard” style of Oxford, others have chosen styles based on other European institutions. The color of the tassel worn with the cap may be black for any degree, or the color may be that of the faculty of the major field of learning (e.g., Arts, Engineering, Law). Persons holding doctoral degrees and governing officials of institutions are entitled to wear tassels of gold metallic thread.

Within the great varieties of styles and colors in gowns and caps, there has been one universally accepted code for the hood worn trailing down the wearer’s back. Originally, it was like the hood on the habit worn by monks and very useful for protection against the weather and even for begging for alms. Nowadays, the hood through length and color shows the degree and the specialization of the wearer, and the university that granted the degree.

Through these colorful ceremonies, SMU symbolically displays the continuity of its educational purposes with the origins of organized learning in the Western world.

Thomas R. Arp
Associate Professor Emeritus of English

SMU’s regalia visually honor the University’s traditions and spirit, which we celebrate this morning.

Candidates for degrees at SMU are robed in custom regalia, designed to incorporate SMU’s colors and symbols.

The doctoral gown in dark blue includes velvet chevrons on each of the bell sleeves. The front velvet panels are embroidered in gold thread with the SMU seal, and gold braid outlines the chevrons and panels. An eight-sided, crimson red velvet tam with a gold silk tassel completes the regalia.

The master’s gown, also in dark blue, has a front yolk outlined in red braid, and the SMU seal is embroidered in red on the left side. Gowns have a long sleeve through a slit at the wrist. A mortarboard with a colored tassel representing the discipline in which the degree is earned also is worn.

Doctoral and master’s candidates wear hoods that are 3½ feet long and 4 feet long, respectively. SMU’s hood lining is blue with red chevron.

The bachelor’s gowns’ distinguishing characteristics are the long pointed sleeves and full front pleats. A red silk Stole of Gratitude embroidered in blue with the SMU seal is worn across the shoulders. It is tradition for graduates to present their stoles to individuals who have made a positive impact in their lives. Bachelor’s gowns are worn with a tassel and mortarboard.
Chains of office, also known as collars, were used as badges of office in the Middle Ages. Today they are custom-designed metal necklaces worn by the president during academic ceremonies as part of his or her regalia.

The chain of office designed for the 10th president of SMU, R. Gerald Turner, is made of bronze, a strong and durable metal. The medallion of the necklace is dominated by the University seal design, just as the seal is the centerpiece in the floor of the Rotunda in Dallas Hall, SMU’s historic first building.

The bail, joining the medallion and the chain, represents the institution’s bond between the faculty and the student body. Equally, the 32-inch chain, a work of art whose two ends are clasped together, represents the joining of the desire to teach and the eagerness to learn demonstrated by SMU’s faculty and students.
The Official University Mace and The Howard Lantern

Staffs that call groups to order are as old as civilization itself. Today’s ceremonial maces descend particularly from medieval armor-piercing clubs topped by bludgeoning balls. These fierce weapons swiftly acquired symbolic meaning. By the 14th century, a mace, carried at the front of formal processions, required bystanders to note the authority and integrity of the event. In the 16th century, this formidable weapon lost its battle utility but took a symbolic turn: the spiked head evolved into a decorative orb. The European tradition by which universities presented maces on solemn occasions to signify their independence and protective power was adopted by their successors worldwide. The mace-bearer, who is the president of the Faculty Senate, leads formal ceremonies carrying this visible reminder of the University’s history and status.

The 22-pound mace currently in use at SMU is linked to the inauguration of President Willis M. Tate (1954–1972 and 1974–75) and is known as the Tate Mace. The 57-inch staff is topped by a 10½-inch orb that represents not only the University’s worldly authority but also echoes its distinctive neoclassical style. The orb is impressed with the seal of the University and is encircled with SMU’s motto, *Veritas Liberabit Vos* (“The truth will make you free”). Surmounting the orb is a cross painted vividly in SMU red, a reminder of SMU’s religious heritage.

The Howard Lantern is dedicated to Professor Lorn Lambier Howard, chief marshal *emeritus* of SMU from 1978–1987. Crafted out of steel, aluminum and water glass, the lantern depicts the Rotunda of Dallas Hall. Engraved around the base is the University’s motto, *Veritas Liberabit Vos*, which means “The truth will make you free.”

Around the top band are the words to “Varsity,” SMU’s *alma mater*. The lantern serves as a reminder of the important traditions that make up our University life and the light of learning and intellectual curiosity that shines within the students, faculty and staff at SMU.

History based on citation prepared by Alvina Bonnie Wheeler, associate professor of English.
Diploma Presentation Ceremonies

Friday, May 13, 2016

Annette Caldwell Simmons School of Education and Human Development

Three O’clock in the Afternoon
McFarlin Auditorium
A reception follows in Harold Clark Simmons Hall.

The Guildhall at SMU

Six O’clock in the Evening
Building 3
SMU-in-Plano Campus
A reception follows.

Saturday, May 14, 2016

Dedman College of Humanities and Sciences
A reception for Dedman College graduates is held from 12:30 – 4:30 p.m. in the Rotunda of Dallas Hall.

Twelve O’clock in the Afternoon
Human Rights – O’Donnell Auditorium, Owen Arts Center
A reception follows in the Taubman Atrium.

Half Past Twelve O’clock in the Afternoon
Earth Sciences – McCord Auditorium, Dallas Hall
English – The Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center
Mathematics, Physics and Statistical Science – Hughes-Trigg Theater
Political Science, International Studies, Latin American Studies and Public Policy – Caruth Auditorium, Owen Arts Center. (This event requires tickets.)

One O’clock in the Afternoon
Sociology and Markets and Culture – Hughes-Trigg Ballroom. (This event requires tickets.)

Half Past One O’clock in the Afternoon
History – Hughes-Trigg Theater

Two O’clock in the Afternoon
Biochemistry and Chemistry – The Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center
Religious Studies – McCord Auditorium, Dallas Hall

Three O’clock in the Afternoon
Psychology – Hughes-Trigg Ballroom. (This event requires tickets.)
World Languages and Literatures – Caruth Auditorium, Owen Arts Center
HALF PAST THREE O’CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON
Anthropology – The Martha Proctor Mack Grand Ballroom, Umphrey Lee Center
Biological Sciences – Hughes-Trigg Theater
Philosophy – McCord Auditorium, Dallas Hall

FOUR O’CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON
Economics – McFarlin Auditorium

MEADOWS SCHOOL OF THE ARTS
HALF PAST SIX O’CLOCK IN THE EVENING
Owen Arts Center – Outdoors
A reception precedes the ceremony at 4 p.m. in Greer Garson Theatre.

EDWIN L. COX SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
HALF PAST ONE O’CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON
Undergraduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum
A reception follows in the courtyard of the Cox School of Business.

HALF PAST THREE O’CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON
Graduate Ceremony, Moody Coliseum
A reception follows in the Collins Center.

LYLE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
HALF PAST FIVE O’CLOCK IN THE EVENING
Moody Coliseum
A reception precedes the ceremony at 3 p.m. in Caruth Hall.

PERKINS SCHOOL OF THEOLOGY
TWO O’CLOCK IN THE AFTERNOON
Highland Park United Methodist Church, Sanctuary
A reception follows in the Great Hall of Elizabeth Perkins Prothro Hall.

DEDMAN SCHOOL OF LAW HOODING CEREMONY
HALF PAST SIX O’CLOCK IN THE EVENING
Law School Quadrangle
A reception follows in Karcher Auditorium of Storey Hall.

A map of the locations of Diploma Presentation Ceremonies is found at smu.edu/maycommencement.
Need the perfect gift for your SMU graduate?

On the occasion of its 100th anniversary, professor emeritus Darwin Payne has written the official centennial history of the University. *One Hundred Years on the Hilltop: The Centennial History of Southern Methodist University* is available at the SMU Bookstore or smustore.com.
A private university with seven degree-granting schools, SMU is a distinguished center for teaching and research located near the heart of Dallas. SMU’s 11,000 students benefit from small classes, leadership opportunities and its international reach.

The Fourteenth of May
Two Thousand and Sixteen at Nine O’Clock
Moody Coliseum